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Abstract

Nanotechnology is a key element in modern technological progress offering solutions

to some of the most pressing issues for society, such as in the fields of health, com-

munication, and energy consumption. The solutions that nanotechnology provides

comprise amplifiers, actuators, or sensors and emitters, etc. as building blocks operat-

ing at the nanoscale. Semiconductor nanowires are perfectly suited for the use in such

applications, as they not only provide functional electronic and optical properties but

also nanoscale dimensions. Their high aspect ratio furthermore makes them inherently

suited to bridge scales from the nanoscale to the macroscopic scales humans interact

with. Key requirements for such nanodevices—besides the high functionality—are also

reliability and stability. A thorough understanding of the operation and the limitations

of nanowire-based devices is therefore urgently needed.

Here, the operation, stability, and degradation of optoelectronic and all-optical devices

based on semiconductor nanowires are investigated. Ultra-high spatial resolution hard

X-ray detection is demonstrated using a GaAs nanowire with an axial p-n junction.

Advanced X-ray analytical techniques are applied to study the detector operation by

monitoring internal electrical fields in-operando. Inspecting the stability, a hot electron

beam-induced selective oxidization of the n-type nanowire segment is observed.

Further, the operation and stability of all-optical ZnO and CdS nanowire devices are

investigated. The spontaneous and stimulated emission from the nanowires is detected

as a function of electron irradiation using an electron microscope. As electron beams

are frequently used for nanoscale sample inspection and fabrication, an understanding

is sought for electron beam-induced changes of the optical properties. Slight changes

are observed for the spontaneous emission, while the stimulated emission is drastically

reduced due to a lowered waveguiding efficiency. These findings are attributed to

changes in the surface band bending and non-radiative recombination centers. Finally,

the power dependence of ZnO and CdS nanowire lasers were studied in detail. For high

excitation power densities, a degradation is observed. The temperature-dependence of

the threshold for degradation and the lasing threshold are presented and an upper

temperature limit for lasing is determined.

The major limitations for the stable operation of nanowire-based optoelectronic and
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all-optical devices are thus shown: the large surface-to-volume ratio facilitates the

surface degradation, while the reduced thermal conductivity in nanowires enables the

local build-up of heat gradients. This work thus contributes to the understanding of

the inherent limitations of nanodevices, which is the basis for future improved device

designs to enable long-term stable and reliable operation at the nanoscale.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Nanotechnologie bildet ein Kernelement zur Lösung einiger der dringendsten

gesellschaftlichen Herausforderungen in den Bereichen Gesundheit, Kommunikation

und Energieverbrauch. Die von der Nanotechnologie angebotenen Lösungen bein-

halten Verstärker, Aktuatoren oder Sensoren und Lichtquellen, die als nanoskalige

Bausteine fungieren sollen. Halbleiternanodrähte sind ideal für viele solcher Anwen-

dungen geeignet, da sie nanoskalige Dimensionen mit funktionalen elektrischen und

optischen Eigenschaften verbinden. Ihr großes Aspektverhältnis macht sie außerdem

inhärent geeignet, um eine Brücke von der Nano- zur Makroskala – der Ebene der

menschlichen Interaktion – zu schlagen. Abgesehen von einer hohen Funktionalität

sind insbesondere Zuverlässigkeit und Stabilität Kernanforderungen für nanoskalige

Bauteile. Deshalb ist ein tiefgreifendes Verständnis für den Betrieb und die Limitatio-

nen von Nanodraht-basierten Bauelementen erforderlich.

Dazu werden in dieser Arbeit der Betrieb, die Stabilität und die Degradation von

optoelektronischen und rein optischen Nanodraht-basierten Bauteilen untersucht. Ein

GaAs Nanodraht mit einem integrierten axialen p-n Übergang wird genutzt, um die

ultra-hochaufgelöste Detektion von harter Röntgenstrahlung zu demonstrieren. Der

Betrieb des Detektors wird mit modernen Röntgenanalysemethoden überwacht, die

Aufschluss über innere elektrische Felder geben. Die Stabilität des Detektors wird von

einer selektiven Oxidation des n-dotierten Nanodrahtsegmentes durch hochenergeti-

sche Elektronen begrenzt.

Weiterhin werden der Betrieb und die Stabilität von rein optisch genutzten ZnO und

CdS Nanodrähten betrachtet. Die spontane und stimulierte Emission der Nanodrähte

wird in Abhängigkeit von der Bestrahlung mit Elektronen in einem Rasterelektro-

nenmikroskop untersucht. Da Elektronenstrahlen häufig für die Betrachtung und

Herstellung von nanoskaligen Bauelementen verwendet werden, ist ein Verständnis

ihres Einflusses auf die optischen Eigenschaften der Probe unabdinglich. Für die spon-

tane Emission zeigt sich lediglich eine schwache Änderung, während die stimulierte

Emission aufgrund einer deutlich reduzierten Wellenleitungs-Effizienz drastisch abfällt.

Diese Beobachtungen werden Änderungen in der Bänderverbiegung nahe der Ober-

fläche und nichtstrahlenden Rekombinationszentren zugeschrieben. Zudem wurde die
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Leistungsabhängigkeit von ZnO und CdS Nanodrahtlasern im Detail analysiert. Bei

hohen Anregungsdichten wird eine Degradation des Nanodrahtlasers beobachtet. Die

Temperaturabhängigkeit des Schwellenwertes der Degradation und des Schwellen-

wertes für stimulierte Emission werden diskutiert und ein oberes Temperaturlimit des

Laserprozesses wird bestimmt.

Die bestimmenden Limitationen für einen stabilen Betrieb von Nanodraht-basierten

optoelektronischen und rein optischen Bauteilen werden somit aufgezeigt: das große

Oberflächen-zu-Volumen-Verhältnis erleichtert eine Oberflächendegradation, während

die reduzierte Wärmeleitfähigkeit in Nanodrähten zur Entstehung lokaler Tempe-

raturgradienten führt. Diese Arbeit trägt zum Verständnis dieser inhärenten Be-

schränkungen von nanoskaligen Bauteilen bei und liefert somit wichtige Grundlagen

für die zukünftige Konstruktion von stabilen und zuverlässigen Bauteilen auf der

nanoskaligen Ebene.
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1. Introduction

Nanotechnology, in its early days, caused people to envision both tremendous promises

and horrible dangers [1, 2]. Like many new technologies, nanotechnology lost both the

fears and the most utopian dreams in the course of time [3]. Neither was civilization

destructed by self-replicating nano-robots,1 as some feared [5, 6], nor came true yet the

hopes of others for efficient cancer medication or fast, disruptive commercialization

of scientific discoveries [2, 7]. Today, dangers seen in nanotechnology are less catas-

trophic and mostly focus on environmental impact or toxicology [8, 9]. The promises

of nanotechnology, however, are still immense; examples comprise medical-grade

wearable sensor technology that could help prevent civilization diseases or the internet

of nano-things that promises to speed up communication while decreasing energy

consumption [10, 11].

Today, there is a variety of commercial products based on nanomaterials, such as

sunscreens, laundry detergents, healthcare products, car wax, paints and inks, or

food containers [12–15]. Almost all these widely distributed examples are based on

passive nanotechnology, such as coatings, nanoparticles, nanostructured materials,

etc. Passive nanotechnology is highly useful but does not suffice to hold up to the

promises on the potential impact of nanotechnology [16]. Therefore, a large fraction

of research towards nanotechnology is aimed at developing active devices [2] such

as amplifiers, actuators, targeted drugs, or sensors and emitters that operate at the

nanoscale [17, 18]. Utilizing such devices in future application poses the challenge to

produce highly functional and stable nanodevices but also to connect the nanoscale

with the macroscopic scales humans interact with [19]. Semiconductor nanowires

1The so-called ”gray goo” termed by K. Eric Drexler in his book ”Engines of Creation: The Coming
Era of Nanotechnology” [4].
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1. Introduction

are a class of nanomaterials inherently suited for bridging scales [20]: With lengths

from few to tens of micrometers and diameters from few to hundreds of nanometers,

semiconductor nanowires exhibit a high aspect ratio, a huge surface-to-volume-ratio

[21, 22], and offer not only superior photonic properties—such as subwavelength light

confinement and waveguiding [23–25]—but can also bridge the interface to electronic

circuits enabled by their semiconducting properties [26]. This makes semiconductor

nanowires an ideal platform for small-footprint optoelectronic building blocks. The

nanowire geometry also offers an enhanced radiation stability compared to the bulk

morphology [27], and the greatly increased elasticity range allows for applications

in flexible (and even wearable) devices [28–31]. In short, nanowires are superior plat-

forms for the miniaturization of active photonic and electronic devices enabled by the

beneficial combination of their size, morphology, and semiconducting properties.

Nanowires can be fabricated either top-down—by sculpturing bulk structures to the

nanoscale—or bottom-up—by growth from atomic/molecular constituents. Both meth-

ods have different strengths, which makes them useful for different applications [32].

Top-down fabrication is highly reproducible, allows etching very small structures, and

enables a very good control of dopant incorporation [33]. Bottom-up growth results

in a much smoother surface with less surface and bulk defects making it the future

method of choice for most high-performance optoelectronic devices [34, 35]. Bottom-up

fabrication further enables a good length control, lattice mismatched growth due to

strain relaxation, and even the growth of metastable phases not achievable in bulk

growth (such as wurtzite-structure GaAs [36, 37] or direct-bandgap, hexagonal Ge and

SiGe [38]) [32, 39].

After growth, huge numbers of nanowires typically form ordered arrays or randomly

oriented structures. There are several approaches that use such nanowire ensembles

for, e.g., LEDs [40], high efficiency solar cells [41–44], photodetectors [45–47], or felt

electrodes [48]. Compared to bulk, the nanowire architecture has several advantages

such as a reduced material consumption and growth time accompanied with the ability

to grow nearly without structural defects [49, 50]. Another approach for making use

of the remarkable properties of semiconductor nanowires is designing single nanowire

devices for nanoscale optoelectronics.
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Single-nanowire optoelectronic devices The fundamental optoelectronic properties

of semiconductor nanowires were studied in great detail in the last two decades, driven

by the promise of a future integration as nanoscale devices into chip-based applications

[28, 51–54]. Based on this, individual semiconductor nanowires were shown to be

useful in a plethora of active optoelectronic devices that might be implemented in

future integrated circuits or lab-on-a-chip devices [55, 56] as chemical [57, 58] or

biological sensors [58], field effect transistors [59], phototransistors [60], photodetectors

[61–66], or single nanowire spectrometers [67]. Furthermore, there is a great number of

nanowire-based applications relying on p-n junctions at the heart of their functionality,

such as single nanowire light emitting diodes [68–70], or detectors [70, 71].

Besides their use in such optoelectronic devices, nanowires also proved highly suitable

for the use in all-optical nanowire-based devices, which rely on the purely photonic

operation of individual semiconductor nanowires.

All-optical single-nanowire devices A wide spectrum of nanowire-based all-optical

devices emerged in the last decade, comprising optical sensors [72–74], detectors [70,

71, 75], waveguides [24, 76], signal processors [77], optical switches [78], and light

emitters in the spontaneous [68, 79] and stimulated [17, 80, 81] emission regime. These

approaches are enabled by the combination of optical emission and confinement that

nanowires intrinsically provide. By supplying sufficient optical pumping, nanowires

thus constitute a suitable geometry for nanoscale laser sources [81–84]. The intense,

coherent, and directional emission that such a nanolaser provides may enable future

nanowire-based all-optical integrated circuits, optical lab-on-a-chip devices, or optical

on-chip interconnects [17, 85, 86]. Although electrically driven nanowire lasers are

favorable for most applications, especially for on-chip integrated photonics, they remain

challenging to implement [87]; meanwhile optically driven nanowire lasers can readily

be used in nanoscale applications [70, 85]. However, high optical pump powers are

needed to overcome losses in such nanoscale lasers.

Historically, optically pumped nanowire lasing was first achieved in wide bandgap

materials emitting in the near UV or the visible spectral range. Single nanowire lasing

at room temperature was achieved in ZnO [88] and GaN [89] nanowires yielding

emission wavelengths in the near UV. In the visible range, room temperature lasing
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1. Introduction

was observed in CdS [90] and CdSe [91]. Recently, stimulated emission in nanowires

was successfully shifted to the near IR region using III–V materials, e.g., GaAs [92–

94] and InP [34]. Yet, the IR region proved to be challenging for room temperature

nanowire lasers. This is due to a high non-radiative surface recombination rate caused

by the large surface-to-volume-ratio of nanowires [95] and as a result of the reduced

gain in the materials suitable for these wavelengths [87]. Thus, achieving reasonably

low lasing thresholds for stable room-temperature lasing in the near IR spectral region

necessitates more elaborate efforts compared to the UV/visible range. In general, to

achieve room temperature lasing, the lasing threshold for any given material must be

sufficiently low such that it can be reached with reasonable pump power densities.

Challenges for integrating nanowires into real-world applications Despite the re-

markable progress made in the field of semiconductor nanowire devices, real-world

applications demand not only a cost-efficient mass production but also a deep under-

standing of their operation to ensure long-term stability and reliability [28, 96–98].

Tremendous progress was made regarding the fabrication of nanowires in the last

decades including not only the growth of high crystalline quality nanowires free

of structural defects [39, 49, 99], but also axial and core-shell heterostructure or ho-

mostructure nanowires [44, 100, 101]. One striking example is the recent establishment

of the low-cost and high-throughput Aerotaxy production for axial GaAs nanowire

p-n junctions [102].

However, this brings up the next critical points such as the precise positioning and

alignment of nanowires at the desired location in the final nanodevice structure

[19]. This can be realized either directly during growth—for example by selective-

area epitaxy approaches [103–105]—or by post-growth repositioning—for example by

transfer-printing microassembly [97].
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Structure and scientific goals of this thesis

Besides growth and positioning, nanowire devices proved challenging regarding relia-

bility of performance and stability [28, 74, 96, 106, 107], as their huge surface-to-volume

ratio, and pronounced device-to-device variation renders them highly sensitive to en-

vironmental influences [108, 109]. Their reduced thermal conductivity—despite being

beneficial for designing high thermoelectric figure of merit structures [110–112]—calls

for a carefully considered heat management in nanowire optoelectronics [112–115].

This thesis thus explores several major aspects regarding the performance and stabil-

ity of both optoelectronic and all-optical devices based on individual semiconductor

nanowires. Special emphasis is put on investigating the physical properties that limit

nanowire device stability aiming at solutions to overcome these limitations.

Chapter 2 – Fundamentals follows this introduction and gives an overview about

the basic physical properties of nanowires for topics related to this thesis. The used

material systems are introduced, and physical properties relating to the nanowire

geometry are discussed. Further on, the interaction of electrons and photons—in the

visible/near-UV as well as in the X-ray regime—with the semiconductor material is

described.

Chapter 3 – Experimental methods summarizes the used experimental and simula-

tion techniques. The methods used for the growth of semiconductor nanowires as

well as the tools used for their characterization are presented with special focus on

the synchrotron-based techniques and the setups used for photoluminescence and

cathodoluminescence spectroscopy.

Chapter 4 – An axial p-n junction nanowire X-ray detector at its limits demonstrates

the operation and stability of an optoelectronic nanodevice: a high-resolution X-ray

detector realized by a GaAs nanowire with an embedded axial p-n junction. Such a

detector offers a significantly improved spatial resolution compared to conventional

bulk versions. In-operando X-ray analytical techniques with a focused synchrotron

nanobeam are used to probe internal electrical fields allowing for a deep insight into

the device operation. Finally, hot electron effects are discussed and the device stability

and final degradation are studied in detail. Parts of this chapter are published in
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1. Introduction

reference [116].

Chapter 5 – Stability of photonic nanowire devices presents the operation and sta-

bility of ZnO and CdS nanowire all-optical devices. The spontaneous emission, the

waveguiding, as well as the stimulated emission from ZnO nanowires is investigated as

a function of electron-irradiation as applied in an electron microscope. Understanding

the effects of electron irradiation on semiconductor nanowires is urgently needed, as

electron beams are widely used for sample inspection and selection using electron

microscopy, or for sample preparation using electron lithography. Nanowire lasers are

further scrutinized with respect to their working range and degradation as a function

of excitation intensity and temperature. Parts of this chapter are published in the state

examination thesis of Gesine Thees [117] and the bachelor thesis of Johannes Nicklaus

[118]. Parts of this chapter are published in reference [96].

Chapter 6 – Conclusion and outlook summarizes the major results of this thesis.

Finally, an outlook on future experiments is given and future steps on the route to

nanowire-based applications are envisioned.
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2. Fundamentals

The material systems mostly addressed in this thesis are two ”prototype” compound

semiconductors, namely zinc oxide (along with cadmium sulfide) as a II-IV and

gallium arsenide as a III-V compound. While silicon-based electronics dominate over a

large market share, II-IV and III-V semiconductors have the potential to (and already

do) fill niches for manifold applications from fast optical modulators to precise gas

detectors [119–121]. The intrinsic material properties that define the degree of suitability

for such applications will be discussed in this section. The nanowire geometry and

its implications for several topics of interest to this thesis is considered throughout

the discussion. Further on, a more detailed introduction is given to light-matter

interaction, specifically related to nanowires, from the visible and the near-UV to the

X-ray regime.

2.1. General properties of the used material systems

2.1.1. Gallium arsenide

In the cubic zincblende lattice of gallium arsenide (GaAs), one basis atom is positioned

at (0,0,0) while the other is at (¼,¼,¼) of the fcc unit cell with a cubic lattice constant

of 5.5633 AΣ [122, 123]. Also a wurtzite phase can be found at high pressures [37].

Remarkably, both the zincblende and the wurtzite phase can coexist in nanowires at

ambient conditions [124, 125]. The crystal density of zincblende GaAs is 5.360 g cm−3

while its melting point is at 1238 °C [122]. A direct band gap of 1.425 eV at room tem-

perature [122] makes GaAs an ideal material for photovoltaic and other optoelectronic
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2. Fundamentals

applications [126]. The long-wavelength phonon energies are 36.25 meV and 33.29 meV

for longitudinal and transversal optical phonon modes (LO- and TO-phonons), re-

spectively [127]. The interaction of electrons with phonons is usually described by the

Fröhlich coupling parameters, which is 0.068 at the Γ valley and 0.152 at the X valley

[128]; however, also transversal acoustic (TA) phonons are relevant for electron-phonon

scattering processes [129]. The large static dielectric constant of 12.9 [130] and the small

effective mass (mc = 0.063 me) lead to weakly bound excitons with a binding energy of

∼4 meV [131, 132].

2.1.2. Zinc oxide

Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a direct II-VI compound semiconductor with a mass density of

5.6 g cm−3 [133]. It is biocompatible and approved for use in cosmetic products (e.g.,

sunscreen, baby powder) and as food additive [134, 135]. At room temperature, the

thermodynamically stable structure of ZnO is hexagonal wurtzite (lattice parameters

a = b = 3.296 AΣ and c = 5.207 AΣ [136]) with a tetrahedral coordination, typically

associated with covalent bonding; however, there is strong ionicity (0.616 [137] on the

Phillips scale [138]) of the bonding leading to a large direct band gap of Eg = 3.44 eV

at T = 4 K [139]. The valence band is split into three bands: the light hole and heavy

hole bands, which are separated by spin-orbit coupling as well as the split-off band,

where the degeneracy is lifted by the crystal field splitting. The energetic splitting

between the A and B subbands is ∆EAB = 4.9 meV and the splitting between B and C

is 43.7 meV [140].

The ordinary refractive index of ZnO is n = 2.38 with a dispersion of dn/dλ =

−15 µm−1 at a wavelength of λ = 385 nm [133, 141]. Excitons in ZnO have a binding

energy of ∼ 60 meV and are thus stable even above room temperature [140]. Due to

the substantial ionic character, the Fröhlich coupling to LO phonons is particularly

strong in ZnO [142].
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2.2. Electron matter interaction

2.1.3. Cadmium sulfide

Cadmium sulfide (CdS) is a direct II-VI semiconductor with a band gap of Eg =

2.58 eV at 1.6 K [143]. The wurtzite crystal phase is thermodynamically stable at room

temperature with the lattice parameters a = b = 4.14 AΣ and c = 6.72 AΣ [144]. CdS is

tetrahedrally coordinated with a Phillips ionicity of 0.69, i.e., larger than that of ZnO

[145]. The band structure of CdS is similar to that of ZnO with a subband splitting of

∆EAB = 16 meV and ∆EBC = 57 meV [146]. The ordinary refractive index is n = 2.83

with a dispersion of dn/dλ = −11.97 µm−1 at a wavelength of λ = 510 nm [147].

2.2. Electron matter interaction

When an electron hits a material, different elastic and non-elastic interaction processes

are possible. Incident electrons therefore exhibit an energy loss with increasing pene-

tration depth. The interaction volume of electrons in the sample can be estimated by

the Kanaya-Okayama-range [148]:

RK-O =
27.6 A E1.67

el
Z0.89 ρ

, (2.1)

where A is the atomic mass, Z is the average atomic number, Eel is the electron energy

in keV. The three dimensional interaction volume can be simulated using Monte-Carlo

methods (in this thesis, ”CASINO” [149] was used). The simulation also yields the three

dimensional energy loss distribution. In the interaction volume, the primary electrons

can generate secondary electrons, backscattered electrons, and X-rays. The average

energy necessary to create one electron-hole pair (Epair) can be roughly approximated

by Epair ≈ 3Eg, where Eg is the band gap energy [150]. The average energy transferred

from an incident electron to the material is reduced by backscattering [151]; the total

number of excited electron-hole pairs is given by:

G0 =
Eel

Epair
− Ebe

Epair
Ybe , (2.2)
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with the average energy per backscattered electron Ebe and the backscattering yield

Ybe, which can both be determined via Monte-Carlo simulations. A certain fraction

of the generated electron-hole pairs can recombine radiatively, yielding the cathodo-

luminescence (CL) signal. The detection of generated characteristic X-rays is used in

energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Electrons can be elastically scattered—

i.e., backscattered—or create secondary electrons, as used for electron microscope

imaging.

2.3. Light matter interaction in II-IV nanowires

Upon external optical stimulation, semiconductors can be excited such that finally an

electron is located in the conduction band and a hole remains in the valence band.

The subsequent photoluminescence for different electron-hole pair generation rates is

discussed in this section.

2.3.1. Excitation regimes

Electron-hole pairs in II-IV semiconductors typically do not recombine directly, but

form hydrogen-like quasi-particles—(free) excitons—with lifetimes of tens of ps to few

ns [152–155]. Due to a strong screening of the Coulomb interaction by the semiconduc-

tor material, their exciton Bohr radii exceed the unit cell (1.8 nm for ZnO and 2.8 nm

for CdS) [156, 157]. These weakly bound excitons are referred to as Wannier-Mott-type;

the exciton binding energies for ZnO (CdS) is 60 meV (28 meV), such that excitons are

stable above (at) room temperature [143, 158]. Excitons couple strongly to the light

field, such that they cannot be treated isolated from it. Thus, exciton-polaritons have to

be considered: these quasi-particles are superimposed states of the excitonic excitation

in the medium and the electromagnetic field. They describe an alternating process of

exciton recombination resulting in photons, which in turn create electron-hole pairs

that subsequently form excitons, and so on [159]. Excitons-polaritons and excitons will

both be referred to as excitons in the following.
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2.3. Light matter interaction in II-IV nanowires

So far, only independent excitons were addressed, which is a reasonable description in

the weak coupling limit for low electron-hole pair generation rates. Upon increasing

the generation rate, interactions of different excitons become relevant, such as exciton-

exciton or exciton-carrier scattering [160, 161]. Additionally, excitons can form bound

complexes for higher generation rates—biexcitons, which are made up of 2 electrons

and 2 holes. Similarly, trions can form, i.e., complexes of 2 electrons and 1 hole or

of 1 electron and 2 holes [159]. In this intermediate density regime, the band gap is

renormalized via exchange and correlation effects [158]; however, this is balanced by

Pauli blocking and Coulomb screening that reduced the exciton binding energy, such

that the exciton emission energy remains almost constant with increasing electon-hole

pair generation rate [159, 162].

Increasing the generation rate further leads to the dissolution of the exciton quasi-

particles. This happens when the electron-hole pair density reaches the Mott density

nmott ≈ 1/a3
B, (2.3)

i.e., the mean exciton distance falls below the Bohr radius aB (however, this transition

is not sharp) [158]. Electrons and holes in this high density regime form a collective

phase—the electron-hole plasma. Mott densities for ZnO were reported in a range from

∼1.8 × 1018 cm−3 to 3.8 × 1018 cm−3, and in CdS from ∼5 × 1017 cm−3 to 1 × 1019 cm−3

[158, 163].

2.3.2. Optical emission

After excitation of the semiconductor to the low, intermediate, or high electron-hole

pair density regime, light emission is observed. The power-dependent luminescence

and different luminescence channels are described in the following.

Spontaneous luminescence In the luminescence process, there are several transitions

possible, as sketched in figure 2.1a. At room temperature, the excitonic emission is

not resolved and results in an emission band below the band gap energy, usually
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referred to as near band edge (NBE) emission. Besides the NBE, a variety of defect

bands is observed in large-bandgap semiconductors such as ZnO, resulting in the

broad, unstructured deep level emission (DLE). This emission stems from transitions

to or from deep acceptor or deep donor levels (see figure 2.1a). The different bands

are commonly referred to as blue, green, orange, and red defect luminescence bands,

however with no generally applied definition [164–169].

The intensity of the photoluminescence approximately follows a power law as a

function of the excitation power density P:

I ∝ Pk, (2.4)

where the exponent k is between 1 to 2 for the excitonic emission [170],1 while k is

usually below 1 for the defect luminescence (however, the different transitions exhibit

slightly different k values, indicating that they stem from different defect levels [173]).

As a rule of thumb, k was observed to be constant in experiments when the excitation

power density was varied for less than two orders of magnitude [171]. Further insights

into the excitation power dependent luminescence were gained by solving coupled rate

equations taking into account the background doping, photogenerated electrons and

holes, as well as the rates for the different radiative or non-radiative decay channels

(except for donor-acceptor pair recombination) [174–176]. In this way, the emission

intensity of the NBE and the DLE were simulated as a function of the generation rate

for ZnO nanowires [174] (see figure 2.1b).

Non-radiative recombination Besides the radiative recombination channels discussed

above, non-radiative recombination processes are important in semiconductors [158,

177]. Non-radiative recombination processes imply that excited carriers transfer their

energy to defect(-complexes) or surface sites with a fast energy dissipation to the

crystal lattice via phonons [178]. Often, non-radiative recombination sites are referred

to as ”killer centers” as their ocurence severely affects electrical and optical properties,

reduces device efficiency, and leads to a decrease in emission intensity [179]. The

1The exponent k is 1 for resonant excitation but generally between 1 and 2 for free-exciton and
bound-exciton emission [171, 172].
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Figure 2.1.: Recombination processes. a Band diagram showing the energy levels of different exemplary
recombination channels. Electrons are excited from the valence band above the bandgap with
an excitation power density P. They subsequently relax non-radiatively to the conduction
band edge. Direct band-to-band recombination (in ZnO, the recombination from excitonic
states) competes with radiative recombination—via deep acceptor or donor states—and
non-radiative recombination. b Photoluminescence intensity as a function of the electron-
hole pair generation rate for the near band edge emission (NBE), deep level emission (DLE),
and NBE-to-DLE-ratio. The data is taken from simulations of an ZnO nanowire in reference
[174].

large surface-to-volume ratio renders non-radiative surface recombination processes

dominant in nanostructures [93].

2.3.3. Waveguiding

The refractive index difference between nanowire (n = 2.38 for ZnO [141]) and its

surrounding (n = 1 for air and n = 1.5 for silica substrates [180]) makes semiconductor

nanowires efficient waveguides [23–25], similar to the principle of a step-index fiber

[181]. This large refractive index difference also allows for a strong confinement of the

light field such that vacuum wavelengths much larger than the nanowire diameter can

be efficiently guided [24]. In contrast to conventional dielectric fibers, waveguiding in

semiconductor nanowires induces absorption and emission for photon energies close

to the band gap. Thus, in contrast to the passive dielectric waveguides, semiconductor

nanowires are referred to as active waveguides [182]. Exponentially decaying states

below the band gap—the Urbach tail states (see figure 2.2a)—allow for the re-absorption

of photons with energies below the band gap (see figure 2.2b). The states were ascribed

to result from a combination of impurities, structural disorder and exciton-phonon
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Figure 2.2.: Waveguiding in nanowires. a Scheme of the electronic density of states (DOS) in the band
gap region of a semiconductor. The (greatly exaggerated) Urbach tails decay exponentially
in the band gap and are shown as red dashed lines. b Scheme of the waveguiding redshift
along the nanowire due to the repeated re-absorption and emission of photons in Urbach
tail states and the subsequent energy loss. The energy loss ends when the photon energy
drops below the absorption edge of the Urbach tails.

coupling [183, 184]. The empirical Urbach (or Urbach-Martienssen) rule [185, 186] gives

the energy-dependent absorption coefficient below the exciton peak:

α(E) = α0 exp
(︃

E − E0

EU

)︃
, (2.5)

where α0 and E0 are characteristic parameters of the material (α0 = 2.8 × 106 cm−1 and

E0 = 3.62 eV for ZnO [183]) and EU is the Urbach energy, indicating the width of the

exponential tail at a fixed temperature. At room temperature, values for EU between

44 meV to 85 meV were found in ZnO [183, 187, 188]. The process of absorption in the

Urbach tail states, emission, subsequent re-absorption, and so on, leads to a reduction

in emission energy of light guided in the nanowire (see figure 2.2b) [189, 190].

2.3.4. Semiconductor lasing

Stimulated emission In the intermediate and high electron-hole pair density regime,

light can be amplified by stimulated emission in semiconductors. While several pro-

cesses, e.g., exciton-exciton scattering [191–193], exciton-carrier scattering [194] and

exciton-phonon scattering [195], were discussed in literature as possible gain mech-

anisms, only the electron-hole plasma can provide sufficient gain to compensate for
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2.3. Light matter interaction in II-IV nanowires

Figure 2.3.: Laser gain mechanism. a Scheme of the electron-hole plasma recombination process. Elec-
trons (holes) fill the conduction (valence) band up to the quasi-Fermi level Ee

F (Eh
F). The

recombination process (purple arrow) and the final state damping (orange arrows) are
sketched. b Gain spectrum provided by an electron-hole plasma between the renormalized
bandgap E∗

g and the chemical potential µ (the smooth tail below E∗
g is caused by final

state damping [198]). Cavity modes (gray, vertical lines) exhibit amplification if their gain
surpasses the threshold (red). c Emission intensity of a multimode laser as a function of the
gain-to-loss ratio for different spontaneous emission parameters x0.

enhanced losses in nanowire lasers [196]. The gain coefficient of the electron-hole

plasma is dependent on the laser material and is ∼7 × 103 cm−1 for ZnO [196] and

∼2.4 × 104 cm−1 for CdS at low temperatures [163]. As sketched in figure 2.3a, the

gain provided by the electron-hole plasma stems from the recombination of electrons

and holes in the conduction and valance band. The conduction (valence) band is filled

with electrons (holes) up to the quasi Fermi energy. Electrons are absorbed into states

with high momentum k, from where they relax into lower k states (in a timescale of

fs) by carrier and phonon scattering processes [197]. Emission is enabled by recombi-

nation of relaxed electrons and holes from the low k states. Thus, the electron-hole

plasma provides a quasi-4-level lasing system with fast (∼fs) non-radiative transitions

providing carriers for the laser transition (with longer lifetimes in the ps range). This

results in gain in a spectral region ∆E = µ − E∗
g(n), where lasing modes are supported

(see figure 2.3b), with the transparency point µ as an upper limit and the renormalized

bandgap E∗
g(n) as the lower limit.
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Optical resonator The nanowire geometry forms a cavity that allows Fabry-Pérot

modes at spectral positions that are determined by the cavity (nanowire) length L:

λN =
2nλN L

N
, (2.6)

with the mode number N and the refractive index nλN at the respective wavelength

λ (see figure 2.3b). The mode spacing ∆λ, i.e., the distance from one mode to its

neighboring one, at the central wavelength λ is [199]

∆λ =
1
L

[︄
λ2

2

(︃
n − λ

dn
dλ

)︃−1
]︄

, (2.7)

with the dispersion dn
dλ . To understand emission amplification, the fraction of the

guided mode that overlaps the gain medium—the confinement factor Γ—must be

considered. In nanowires, however, the confinement factor can exceed 1, which can be

explained by the multiple side facet reflections in the waveguiding process, leading

to an increased propagation distance [83, 200]. The material gain must therefore be

replaced by the modal gain:

gmod(E) = Γg(E). (2.8)

Simulated emission from such a cavity is possible if the modal gain overcomes the

threshold value:

gth = αr + αw + αs, (2.9)

with the losses in reflection (αr), waveguiding (αw), and scattering (αs). The reflection

losses, in turn, can be calculated from the reflectivities R1 and R2 at both cavity end

facets and the cavity (nanowire) length L:

αr =
1

2L
ln

1
R1R2

. (2.10)

Threshold characteristics of multimode lasers A basic feature of laser emission is

the excitation power dependence of its output power. Commonly, the onset of lasing is

accompanied by an abrupt raise in output intensity. In semiconductor lasers, however,

this transition can become less distinct due to the strong spontaneous emission. To
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address this quantitatively, rate equations of 4-level (or 3-level) laser systems can be

solved analytically. Casperson et al. used a multimode laser model with a set of coupled

rate equations to calculate analytical expressions describing the total power output for

a homogeneously broadened laser [201]. Casperson’s model will be used in this thesis

to fit the power dependent lasing characteristics. It gives an explicit expression for the

multimode output power

xt =
r(1 + x)−1x0

[1 − r(1 + x)−1]
1/2 , (2.11)

where r is the ratio of the round trip-gain to the round-trip cavity loss (abbreviated as

gain/loss throughout this thesis) and x0 gives the spontaneous emission input into the

laser modes (see figure 2.3c). The parameter x is calculated from

x = x0

(︄√︃
1 + x

1 + x − r
− 1

)︄
, (2.12)

in case the mode spacing is smaller than the transition linewidth (which is true for

most semiconductor lasers). For a spontaneous emission parameter x0 = 1, the laser

characteristic appears ”thresholdless” (see figure 2.3c). For typical semiconductor lasers,

however, x0 is much less than 1 and the transition from spontaneous to stimulated

transition—the amplified spontaneous emission—is accompanied by a steeper slope

around the lasing threshold (where to gain-to-loss ratio is 1).

2.4. X-ray matter interaction

X-rays that interact with matter are either absorbed or scattered, while non-interacting

X-rays are transmitted. The absorption coefficient follows the Lambert-Beer law [202,

203]:

I(d) = I0 · exp[−d · µ(E)], (2.13)

with the initial intensity I0, the penetration depth d, and the energy dependent X-ray

absorption coefficient µ(E). The energy that X-rays typically carry allows them to

excite a core electron via the photoelectric effect leaving a core hole behind (see figure
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Figure 2.4.: X-ray matter interaction. a Scheme of the X-ray excitation process. An incident high-energy
X-ray excites a core-electron to the continuum leaving a core-hole behind. b Scheme of the
subsequent radiative recombination process resulting in L and K-shell X-ray fluorescence.
Besides the radiative processes, Auger recombination also allows for a carrier recombination
(not shown here). c Schematic representation of the X-ray absorption coefficient µ(E) as a
function of energy along the L and K absorption edge.

2.4a). Depending mostly on the element’s atomic number Z, the core hole is filled with

electrons from outer shells either by emitting characteristic X-rays (dominant for high

Z) or by the ejection of Auger electrons (dominant for low Z) [204].

2.4.1. X-ray fluorescence

The energy of the emitted X-ray created upon filling the core hole amounts to the

energy difference between the two levels; therefore, different elements reveal distinct

characteristic emission energies (see figure 2.4a and b). Hence, the X-ray fluorescence

(XRF) signal allows to draw conclusions about the sample composition. In GaAs, the Kα

emission line of Ga is at 9.251 keV and that of As at 10.544 keV. Fluorescence energies

of further transitions are summarized in the X-ray data booklet [205].

2.4.2. X-ray absorption near edge structure spectroscopy

X-ray absorption spectroscopy, in general, is based on analyzing the energy dependent

X-ray absorption coefficient µ(E) as a function of energy [206, 207]. While µ(E) is

mostly monotonically decreasing with increasing X-ray energy, there is a steep increase
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if the excitation energy surpasses the electron binding energy of a specific shell (see

figure 2.4c). In the monotonically decreasing sections µ(E) can be approximated by

[207]:

µ(E) =
ρZ4

AE3 , (2.14)

where ρ is the sample density, Z the atomic number, and A the atomic mass. When

µ(E) is measured a few tens of eV around such an absorption edge, this is referred to

as X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy [207, 208]. The XANES

signal is extremely sensitive to changes in coordination, oxidation state, and bond

length [209–213].

2.4.3. X-ray beam induced current

Beyond the XRF mechanism, there is a more complex cascade of processes that, among

other processes, give rise to the X-ray beam induced current (XBIC) [214]. After the

initial excitation process leaves a core hole, this hole is immediately filled with an

electron from the next higher shells via the Auger or XRF process. This process, however

yields further core-holes in these shells that are in turn filled with electrons from higher

shells resulting in a recombination cascade [215]. Furthermore, the highly energetic

Auger electrons and photoelectrons thermalize in the surrounding material via inelastic

scattering; this creates even more electrons (holes) that—in semiconductors—finally

thermalize to the bottom of the conduction (the top of the valance) band [216, 217]. If

this process happens in the vicinity of an electrical field (such as the internal electrical

field of a p-n junction), the carriers can be separated, transported to the contacts, and

finally measured as the XBIC signal [214].

2.5. Semiconductor nanowires

A semiconductor nanowire combines semiconducting properties with a high aspect

ratio cylindrical structure. Optical and electrical properties of nanowires are strongly
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influenced by their surface, as they exhibit a huge surface-to-volume ratio due to

the nanoscale diameter. Therefore, the nanowire geometry will be considered in the

following topics of interest for this thesis.

2.5.1. Nanowire diodes

Diodes are central building blocks in electronic circuits. They are created by forming

a junction between n- and p-type material. In thermal equilibrium, the Fermi levels

align and valence and conduction bands shift and bend accordingly (see figure 2.5a).

The resulting built-in electric field leads to the formation of a depletion region around

the junction, with a spatial extent in the n- and p-type region of [218]

dn =

√︄
2ϵϵ0Vb

e
NA/ND

NA + ND
, (2.15)

dp =

√︄
2ϵϵ0Vb

e
ND/NA

NA + ND
, (2.16)

with the semiconductor dielectric permittivity ϵ, the vacuum permittivity ϵ0, the

fundamental charge e, the built-in voltage Vb, and the acceptor (donator) concentration

NA (ND).

Electron-hole pairs that are generated in the depletion region are separated and can be

measured as a current (see figure 2.5b). The diffusion length of the minority carriers is

given by [219]

Li =
√︁

τiDi , (2.17)

with carrier lifetimes τi and diffusion coefficients Di, for electrons and holes, respec-

tively. The diffusion coefficient is related to the mobility µ by the Einstein equation:

D = µ
kT
q

, (2.18)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature and q the electric charge. In

nanowires, surface recombination must be included in these considerations due to the
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Figure 2.5.: P-n junction band diagrams. a Schematic band diagram along a p-n junction. Due to
the alignment of the Fermi levels in the p- and n-type regions (dashed line), a depletion
zone forms with a spatial extend d = dp + dn as marked in gray. The resulting built-in
voltage VB is marked. b Schematic band diagram along a p-n junction under above-bandgap
illumination. Electron-hole pairs generated within the depletion region (marked gray) can
be separated. Electrons (holes) drift towards the n-type (p-type) section, as indicated by the
black horizontal arrows. If not separated, electron-hole pairs will recombine (red arrows).

huge surface-to-volume ratio. Therefore, the lifetime τ in equation 2.17 is replaced by

an effective lifetime τ∗ that can be calculated from the bulk lifetime τb, the surface

recombination velocity, and the nanowire diameter d [220]:

1
τ∗

i
=

1
τb

+
4S
d

. (2.19)

2.5.2. Band bending in ZnO nanowires

The surface is a strong perturbation of the crystal symmetry resulting in surface states.

In nanowires the surface plays an even more preeminent role due to the huge surface-

to-volume ratio. Dangling bonds (i.e., unpaired electrons) at the surface form energy

states located in the band gap [221]. In an n-type semiconductor such as ZnO, the

Fermi energy alignment yields an upwards band bending towards the surface. This

implies a surface potential

Φ =
e2N2

s
2ϵϵ0N

, (2.20)

with the semiconductor dielectric permittivity ϵ, the vacuum permittivity ϵ0, the fun-

damental charge e, the electron density N, and the surface state density Ns. This leads

to an electron depletion near the surface, with a spatial extent d, and an accumulation
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in the ”bulk” part of the nanowire, where the bands are flat (see figure 2.6a). Vice

versa, holes will accumulate at the surface [222]. The spatial extent of the depletion

region can be calculated by

d =

√︃
2ϵϵ0Φ

e2N
. (2.21)

As the density of states at the surface is usually several orders of magnitude larger

than in the bulk, the position of the Fermi energy is determined almost exclusively

by the surface. This is generally referred to as Fermi level pinning, implying that

the Fermi energy is pinned to the surface. The surface band bending plays a crucial

role for the electrical and optical properties of nanostructures. It strongly affects

the photoluminescence due to the spatial separation of created electron-hole pairs.

Furthermore, the activation of indirect transitions in the surface depletion region was

reported in reference [223]. Band bending is strongly influenced by the nanowire

diameter, doping level, and its surface roughness [222, 224–227]. But also the ambient

plays a crucial role, as the adsorption of molecules affects the band bending [221,

228].

Surface adsorption Molecules that adsorb to the surface alter the band bending due

to an electron transfer. Acceptors like O2 that physisorb to the surface will capture

free electrons, thus increase the band bending, and finally bind more tightly (i.e., get

chemisorbed) [57, 229]. This leads to an increasing extent of the depletion zone leaving

a decreasing conductive channel in the core and therefore a reduced conductivity (see

figure 2.6a). Donator molecules like NH3 release electrons to the conduction band

leading to a decrease of the band bending [221].

The prevailing species found at the surface of ZnO are oxygen-related ones, such as

O−, O−
2 and OH− [109, 230–234]. As the electrical conductance of the nanowire is

dependent on the band bending, the change of band bending upon molecule adsorption

allows for gas sensing using ZnO nanowires [57, 231, 235]. Mostly, the target gas reacts

with surface oxygen species and thus induces their desorption [229, 235]. Since a

connection between VO and gas sensitivity was hinted in several studies, VO might be

a preferential surface species adsorption site [235, 236].
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Figure 2.6.: Surface band bending. a Sketch of the energy bands of a ZnO nanowire in air. Electrons
from the conduction band are trapped at the surface by adsorbed O2 leading to a surface
band bending with the surface potential Φ. b Energy bands of a ZnO nanowire upon
above-bandgap illumination. The hole-assisted surface species desorption process leads to a
reduction of the surface band bending.

Stimulated desorption and persistent photoconductivity Upon exciting an electron

from the valance to the conduction band, the residual hole is likely to migrate towards

the surface due to the surface potential (see figure 2.6b). There, it can recombine with

a trapped electron inducing the desorption of the respective surface species [229, 237].

This process thus results in the decrease of the surface band bending and leaves the

generated electron in the conduction band with a prolonged lifetime. In other words,

there is an increase in density of conduction band electrons as well as an increase

of the width of the non-depleted bulk region of the nanowire. As a result, a high

photoconductivity can be measured in ZnO [63, 238]. Performing these experiments

in vacuum furthermore prevents the re-adsorption of O2 at the surface yielding a

persistent photoconductivity [239]. Exposure to air leads to a decay of conductivity

within seconds [62, 63, 240–242] to minutes [238, 243].

Furthermore this implies that the surface band bending leads to a photoluminescence

quenching as it spatially separates the charge carriers preventing radiative recom-

bination. Lowering the band bending by the desorption of surface species is thus

expected to increase the photoluminescence; this was confirmed by the observation of

an increase in near band edge emission when moving a ZnO nanoparticle thin film

from air to vacuum and vice versa [244, 245]. The photo-response is strongly dependent

on the excitation conditions, especially the interaction depth [246]. Additionally, the

excitation power plays a role for above-bandgap photoexcitation [247].
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2.5.3. Defects and defect luminescence in ZnO

Many theoretical studies explored the formation of point defects and defect clusters in

ZnO by density functional theory (DFT) simulations. The most common defects that

are potential candidates for the luminescence observed in the visible spectral regime—

the defect luminescence—will be addressed in this section. There is a number of

intrinsic defects in ZnO that can give rise to mid-gap states yielding optical transitions,

which span a broad wavelength range in the visible. From DFT simulations the most

common defects (i.e., those with the lowest formation energies) are known to be oxygen

vacancies (VO) and zinc vacancies (VZn). The next highest formation energies are that of

the Zn interstitial (Zni) and the (ZnO) antisite. At even higher formation energies—and

thus unlikely to form—are oxygen interstitials (Oi) and (OZn) antisites. While most

calculations agree well on this qualitative order, quantitative conclusions about energy

levels are more difficult to achieve due to the derivative discontinuity that results in

the generic band gap prediction weakness of DFT [248].

Assigning point defects to the different defect-related luminescence bands in ZnO

(see chapter 2.3.2) proofed challenging in the last decades and lead to a wide range

of contradicting claims [164–169, 249–258]. Their local origin, however, was recently

reported more conclusively: High resolution CL spectra of ZnO nanowires revealed that

the NBE signal was mostly emitted along the central axis, while blue, green, and orange

luminescence were mostly emitted at the surface. The red luminescence originated

from all regions of the nanowire [259, 260]. These ascriptions were corroborated by

other studies, where capping layers were shown to reduce surface-related emission

lines [261–263].

In nanowires, surface defects and defect in the vicinity of the surface are prominent

due to the huge surface-to-volume-ratio. Still, the occurring defects are in principle

the same as in bulk material. In the following, the most prominent defects in ZnO are

introduced.

Hydrogen Hydrogen can occupy several different positions in ZnO. While the thermal

stability of interstitial Hi is low due to its small migration energy of 0.4 eV to 0.5 eV [264],

there are configurations that are stable even at elevated temperatures: substitutional
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hydrogen (HO) was reported to be a thermally stable shallow donor with a migration

energy of 1.7 eV, and Zn vacancy-hydrogen defect complexes VZn–n·H (with n = 1 . . . 4)

were reported to be stable with electrical properties depending on n [165, 264–266]

(hydrogen-based complexes with VO and VZn will be addressed in the following

sections). Hydrogen also might play a role in the stabilization of other defects such as

CuZn and LiZn [267, 268]. In several studies, a correlation between hydrogen content

and resistivity was found. A decrease in resistivity was observed when increasing

the H concentration during growth [269] or by H plasma treatment [173]. This is in

excellent agreement with DFT calculations showing that hydrogen is a shallow donor

in ZnO [270, 271]. Hydrogen is commonly assumed to be the source of the intrinsic

n-type conductivity of ZnO [270, 272, 273], since it is present in almost all growth

processes (unlike other shallow donors such as B, Ga, or Al) and has an exceptionally

high diffusivity [274–276]. Additionally, hydrogen can passivate active recombination

centers such that hydrogen incorporation into ZnO yielded increases in the NBE and

lowered stimulated emission thresholds [277–279]. Due to acceptor compensation,

hydrogen was also reported to contribute to the difficulty for stable p-type doping in

ZnO [280].

Zinc vacancies Several recent publications stress the role of VZn and their complexes

as the most important defect states in ZnO [165, 266, 281]. Commonly, VZn were

assigned a main source for the defect luminescence with contrasting views on emission

wavelength: bands originating from VZn were observed in the blue [254, 282], green

[164, 167, 283, 284], or red [260]. Recent DFT calculations, however, assign VZn to

non-radiative transitions with energies in the infrared [285, 286]; this is in agreement

with experimental studies [153, 165, 281]. In contrast, VZn–n·H complexes were shown

to give rise to radiative transitions that are commonly named as source of the red

luminescence [165, 281]. The defect clusters’ electrical properties depend on n: for

n = 1 it is a single acceptor, for n = 2 it is neutral, and for n = 3 and n = 4 it is a

single and double donator, respectively. Remarkably, VZn–H and VZn–2·H complexes

were reported to have binding energies around 2 eV to 3 eV; thus, they were predicted

to be stable up to 1200 °C. This prediction was corroborated experimentally by nuclear

reaction analysis [287]. Meanwhile, VZn–4·H was predicted to have high formation
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energies while contrasting results were obtained for VZn–3·H [267, 268, 280, 286, 288].

Oxygen vacancies From first-principles calculations VO is known to be a deep donor

state (∼ 1 eV above the valance band maximum) [177, 289, 290]. Despite occasional

reports claiming that VO is responsible for the unintentional n-type doping in ZnO

[291], there is a broad consensus that VO is a deep donor and cannot cause the n-

type doping [266, 292–297]. Despite being regarded as the major defect in ZnO in

many studies, the formation energy of VO is high under n-type conditions (which

are almost always present in ZnO) [266]. In O-rich conditions, VO barely forms and

VZn is the dominant defect, while in Zn-rich conditions both are expected due to

similar formation energies. At the surface of ZnO, the formation energy of VO was

reported to be drastically lowered [298]; due to the huge-surface-to-volume ratio,

surface-near VO might be a dominant defect in ZnO nanowires [299, 300]. This agrees

with reports that link VO to a role in the processes for gas sensing and persistent

photoconductivity [235]. Additionally, (surface) VO was frequently assigned as a source

of a green luminescence band around ∼500 nm [166, 167, 252, 301]. An oxygen vacancy

occupied by a hydrogen atom (HO) is, together with the VZn–n·H complex, the most

frequent and stable hydrogen configuration in ZnO [281]. Its formation energy is

similar to that of HO [294] and it was reported to be stable upon annealing up to 800 °C

[140, 302]. As HO is a shallow donor, it is a probable candidate for the intrinsic n-type

doping of ZnO [294].

Zn intestitials If ZnO is grown under extremely Zn-rich growth conditions, Zni have

a sufficiently low formation energy to be formed [249, 266]. They were ascribed to

optical transitions in the blue [303] and are shallow donors. However, Zni are unstable

at room temperature and thus cannot account for stable emission lines or n-type

conductivity [249, 304].
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The experimental methods that were used within this thesis are summarized within

this section. If not stated otherwise, measurements were conducted at the Insitute

for Solid State Physics at the Friedrich Schiller University Jena.

3.1. Nanowire growth

The nanowires investigated within this thesis were grown via chemical vapor depo-

sition using the vapor liquid solid (VLS) method as described by Wagner and Ellis

in 1964 for Si whiskers [305] and established as a technique to grow nanoscale-sized

semiconductors in the 1990s [306–308].1 The process relies on a liquid metal catalyst—

i.e., a metal heated above its melting point—that allows for the rapid adsorption of the

vaporized growth material resulting in the growth of quasi-one-dimensional structures

[310].

3.1.1. Growth of ZnO and CdS nanowires

Nanowires of ZnO and CdS were grown in a horizontal tube furnace. For the growth

of ZnO nanowires, the source material powder was mixed with graphite powder with

a molar ratio of 1:1 to reduce the sublimation point of ZnO via to the carbothermal

reduction process [311], while pure CdS powder was used for growing CdS nanowires.

The source material (ZnO with graphite or CdS) was then evaporated at 1050 °C (800 °C)

1The VLS process was also found to occur in nature resulting in germanium sulfide microwires
[309].
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for ZnO (CdS). Argon was used as an inert carrier gas to transport the growth material

vapor to the growth substrates, which were kept downstream at a lower temperature

(900 °C to 1000 °C for ZnO and 700 °C to 800 °C for CdS). During the growth of ZnO

nanowires, O2 was added to the Ar carrier gas to improve the stoichiometry.

A thin metal layer (10 nm of Au) was deposited onto the Si growth substrates prior

to the growth. The film melts upon heating the substrate and forms nanometer-sized

droplets. The liquid Au catalyst acts as a preferential adsorption site for the CdS (ZnO)

vapor and an eutectic solution is formed. A continuous supply of growth material vapor

leads to a supersaturation in the catalyst causing the material to precipitate beneath

the catalyst droplet. This, in turn, enables solid crystal growth and the formation of

CdS (ZnO) nanowires with diameters determined by the catalyst particle size [32].

One of the major advantages of the VLS technique is the high growth rate of up to

µm min−1 compared to a much lower growth rate of the vapor solid (VS) growth

(nm min−1) that occurs at high growth temperatures [312]. The high growth rates of

the VLS process enables high aspect ratio structures, while for longer growth times

also tapered nanowires and nanosails form via VS growth [136, 313]. The VLS grown

nanowires investigated within this thesis cover lengths of 5 µm to 30 µm with diameters

of 150 nm to 500 nm for ZnO and lengths of 5 µm to 40 µm with diameters ranging

from 200 nm to 800 nm for CdS. Details on the growth of ZnO nanowires are provided

in references [314, 315] and details on the growth of CdS nanowires can be found in

reference [316].

3.1.2. Growth of axial GaAs nanowires

The axial GaAs p-n junction nanowires investigated in this thesis were grown via

VLS growth in an AIX200 RF metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) reactor by

Lisa Liborius in the group of Dr. Werner Prost at the University of Duisburg-Essen.

Prior to the growth, periodically structures of Au catalysts were deposited on a (111)B

GaAs:Zn substate via nanoimprint lithography. The mask was hexagonally structured

with a hole diameter of 400 nm and a pitch of 2.5 µm. Subsequently, 22 nm of Au was

evaporated under an angle of 25°.
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3.1. Nanowire growth

The MOVPE reactor was heated to 450 °C at a reactor pressure of 50 mbar and a

total flow of 3400 mL/ min from a steady supply of tertiarybutylarsine (TBAs; 0.05

mmol/min) to prevent the desorption of As from the substrate and allow the eutectic

formation from the Au catalyst. The Au eutectic was subsequently presaturated with

the Zn-dopant by supplying diethylzinc (DEZn) for 4 min. Next, the nanowire base

was grown for 3 min supplying the precursors TBAs and trimethylgallium (TMGa) at a

V/III ratio of 2.5 and DEZn at a II/III ratio of 0.004. After completing the base growth,

the reactor temperature was reduced fo 400 °C for growing the p-type segment (for

30 min) using the same precursors and flows. For growing the n-type segment, the

dopant precursor was then switched to tetraethyltin (TESn) using a IV/III ratio of 0.1.

The resulting axial p-n junction nanowires had lengths up to 20 µm with diameters

ranging from 100 nm to 200 nm.

3.1.3. Nanowire transfer and device fabrication

The VLS grown nanowires were densely packed on the substrate after the growth

with random orientation for the CdS and ZnO nanowires and standing upright for the

GaAs axial p-n junction wires. For optical experiments as well as electrical contacting,

nanowires were transferred to a clean substrate such that individual nanowires could

be identified. A dry imprint technique was used for CdS and ZnO nanowires: The

nanowire growth substrate was gently rubbed onto a clean target substrate until the

desired density of transferred nanowires was reached. While this mechanical method

might lead to low levels of stress in the nanowires [317], it avoids any surface alteration

as no chemicals are needed in the process. As a target substrate, a Si substrate with a

thermally grown SiO2 layer (1.5 µm) was chosen, as a low refractive index is needed to

enable efficient waveguiding of the photonic mode.

The GaAs nanowires were scraped off the growth substrate into a beaker with 2-

propanol. The dispersed nanowires were transferred onto a clean Si/SiO2 substrate

using a pipette. After the 2-propanol was evaporated, the nanowires were randomly

distributed on the insulating substrate. Electrical contacts were then defined using

electron beam lithography and physical vapor deposition. Different metallization stacks
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were deposited on the p- and n-type sides to enable ohmic contacts: Pt/Ti/Pt/Au

(5/10/10/400 nm) on the p-side and Ge/Ni/Ge/Au (2/20/50/400 nm) on the n-side.

Ohmic contacts were finally formed after annealing for 30 s at a temperature of 280 °C

in a rapid thermal annealing setup under nitrogen atmosphere.

To prevent damage during the subsequent macroscopic contacting, the two contacts

of each nanowire were short-circuited by thin metal lines defined by electron beam

lithography. The individual nanowire devices were then contacted via wire bonding.

Finally, the metal short-circuit lines were scraped to enable electrical measurements.

3.2. Electron microscope-based characterization

3.2.1. Scanning electron microscopy

The morphology of nanowires cannot be accessed by optical microscopy as their

diameters are typically below the Abbe resolution limit. Scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) was used within this thesis to characterized the nanowire morphology. The

electron beam of a FEI DualBam Helios NanoLab 600i system was used allowing for

high resolution SEM with a maximum energy of 30 keV and a maximum current of

22 nA. This enables lateral resolutions down to ∼1 nm.

Further on, a JEOL-6490 SEM with a LaB6 electron gun was employed with a maximal

energy of 30 keV and beam currents between 1 pA and 100 nA enabling a lateral

resolution down to 10 nm. Detailed information about electron microscopy can be

found in references [318, 319].

3.2.2. Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

In energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), characteristic X-rays— emitted from

core electrons excited by the electron beam of an SEM—are measured as a function

of their energy. The characteristic X-ray intensity of the matrix elements of nanowires

was investigated using the electron beam of the FEI DualBam Helios NanoLab 600i
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FIB system equipped with a Peltier-cooled, large area silicon drift detector (Oxford

Instruments X-MaxN) with a detection limit below 1 at.% depending on the electron

energy and the investigated element. Data analysis was performed using the commer-

cial software package AZtec provided by Oxford Instruments. Detailed information

about EDX can be found in references [319, 320].

3.3. Optical characterization

3.3.1. Photoluminescence

In photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, the sample is illuminated with a monochro-

matic light source—typically a laser—and the samples’ luminescence is collected.

Micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy was measured in a home-built epifluorescence

microscope setup installed by Dr. Sebastian Geburt [316], as sketched in figure 3.1.

All PL measurements were performed at ambient conditions and room temperature

unless specifically stated. A frequency-tripled Innolas Spitlight Nd:YAG laser was

used as excitation laser for lasing measurements, emitting at 355 nm with a repetition

rate of 100 Hz and a pulse duration of 10 ns. A cw Kimmon HeCd laser, emitting at a

wavelength of 325 nm, was used for micro PL and waveguiding measurements. The

laser beam was guided through a Pellin-Broca prism, where the light was dispersed

such that the central laser wavelength was reflected at 90°; disturbing sidebands were

reflected at deviating angles such that they are be blocked by a pinhole after the prism.

Neutral density filters were used to attenuated the laser beam to the desired power.

A fraction of the laser beam was reflected by a beam splitter to permanently monitor

the power with a Si photodiode (Thorlabs S130VC) or a thermopile sensor (Thorlabs

S302C).

The laser beam was then directed via a second beam splitter to a refractive long

working distance 50x objective (Sigmakoki PAL-50-NUV-A or PFL-50-UV-AG) with a

numerical aperture of 0.45 or 0.42 where the light was focused to a spot size of 1 µm

onto the sample. A lens was added into the beam path before the objective to enlarge

the spot on the sample up to 30 µm to provide nearly homogeneous pumping for lasing
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Figure 3.1.: Micro photoluminescence setup. The excitation laser was guided to a 50x microscope
objective where it was focused onto the sample. The fluorescence light was collected with
the same objective and guided to the monochromator. Microscopic observation was enabled
by coupling white light into the beampath and imaging with a TV camera.

measurements. For microscopical sample observation, white light was coupled into the

beam path and guided through the objective for sample illumination. The sample was

mounted on an xyz-translation stage. Coarse positioning of the samples was enabled

by manual differential drives, while fine positioning was enabled by piezoelectric

actuators mounted at all 3 axis controlled with a 150 V closed-loop piezo controller

(Thorlabs BPC303). For low-temperature measurements down to temperatures of ∼4 K,

the samples were placed in a liquid He flow cryostat (Janis ST-500). The fluorescence

light was collected by the objective and passed through a longpass filter that attenuated

the reflected excitation laser. A mirror was flipped into the beam path to guide the

luminescence and the reflected white light to a TV camera for microscopic brightfield

or luminescence observation. For spectroscopy, the light was directed to the entrance

slit of a Czerny-Turner imaging monochromator (Princeton Instruments SP-2500i,

f/6.5). Here, the light was directed to a grating mounted on a grating turret equipped

with 3 different gratings (1200 l/mm - blaze 300 nm, 400 l/mm - blaze 550 nm, and

150 l/mm - blaze 500 nm), where the light was dispersed and finally detected in a

front-illuminated charge coupled device (CCD) camera (Princeton 10:256E/LN, open

electrode chip). More details on the PL setup are given in reference [316].
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Figure 3.2.: Cathodoluminescence setup. The focused electron beam of the JEOL-6490 SEM was used to
excite the sample locally. The luminescence light was collected globally by a parabolic mirror,
which was positioned above the sample (the mirror was aligned such that the electron beam
can pass trough a hole in the mirror).

3.3.2. Cathodoluminescence

Cathodoluminescence (CL) measurements were performed using the JEOL-6490 SEM

equipped with a GATAN MonoCL3+ recording system. A parabolic mirror was used

to collect the CL created during focused electron beam irradiation, as schematically

shown in figure 3.2. Therefore, despite the local excitation, the light collection in CL

was global, in contrast to the local light collection in micro PL. Via a further mirror, the

light was directed to the entrance slit of a 300 mm Czerny-Turner type monochromator.

A 1200 l/mm (VIS) grating was used to disperse the light which was finally focused to

the exit slit of the monochromator; spectra were acquired serially with a Peltier-cooled

photomultiplier detector optimized for the visible regime (Hamamatsu R943) with step

sizes of 1 nm to 5 nm. Further details on the CL setup are given in reference [316].

Electron irradiation Nanowires were irradiated with the electron beam to investigate

electron-beam induced effects using the JEOL-6490 and the electron beam of the

FEI DualBam Helios NanoLab 600i as introduced in section 3.2.1. For CL, PL, and
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waveguiding experiments, about 40 % of the respective individual nanowire was

irradiated, while the rest remained pristine and served as a reference. For lasing

measurements, the full length of the nanowire was irradiated, respectively. Similar,

neighboring nanowires were used as references in this case.

In the JEOL-6490, nanowires were irradiated using acceleration voltages of 10 keV to

30 keV and currents between 0.3 nA to 3.3 nA with a magnification of 10000x, which

was equivalent to a horizontal field width2 of 13.25 µm. In the FEI DualBam Helios

NanoLab 600i, an acceleration voltage of 10 keV was used with currents of 21 pA at a

horizontal field width of 12.8 µm. In both microscopes, irradiation times were varied

between 30 s and 90 min. It should be noted, however, that also before the start of the

controlled irradiation, the nanowire was exposed to a certain (but comparatively low)

electron dose during the focusing procedure in the SEM.

3.4. X-ray analytical methods

The different synchrotron-based techniques used throughout this thesis were conducted

at the nano-analysis beamline ID16B of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility

(ESRF) in Grenoble [322]. The electron beam was delivered in the 7/8+1 filling mode,

where a train of 868 bunches (filling 7/8 of the storage ring circumference) is combined

with a single bunch (in the remaining (1/8) of the storage ring), yielding an X-ray

flux of 2 × 108 ph/s and a pulse width of ∼20 ps. The X-ray beam provided by the

undulator was focused using a pair of Kirkpatrick-Baez multilayer-coated Si mirrors,

which enabled a beam size of 80 nm × 90 nm. The monochromatic beam mode was

used (∆E/E = 10−4)[322], and all synchrotron-based methods were recorded at room

temperature in ambient air.

2The horizontal field width is the length of the horizontal field of view at a given magnification
[321].
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3.4.1. X-ray fluorescence

The X-ray fluorescence (XRF) was detected by a 7-element Si drift detector positioned

at an angle of 35° with respect to the sample plane. The sample was raster scanned

through the X-ray beam and an XRF spectrum was recorded at each position. Each

spectrum was individually fitted using the software package PyMCA [323] to determine

the spatially resolved elemental intensity. In this way, XRF maps were recorded. High-

resolution maps were recorded in selected regions of interest using a scan area of

1.3 µm × 1.5 µm, a pixel size of 20 nm, and an integration time of 200 ms per pixel.

3.4.2. X-ray beam induced current

Simultaneous to the XRF maps, the X-ray beam induced current (XBIC) signal was

recorded at each position while scanning the sample through the X-ray beam. The

XBIC signal of the electrically contacted sample was detected using an EG&G 7280 DSP

lock-in amplifier, such that finally an XBIC map was recorded. Additionally, IV-curves

were measured repeatedly to monitor the device operation.

3.4.3. X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy

The energy of the incoming X-rays was varied using a Si (111) double crystal monochro-

mator. This enabled an energy resolution of ∼1 eV. In this way, XRF (for the in-operando

measurements, simultaneously also XBIC) was measured as a function of incident

X-ray energy around the Ga K-edge, yielding X-ray absorption near edge spectra

(XANES). If not stated in detail, the XANES spectra were normalized to the post-edge

spectral region. Details about XANES data evaluation can be found in references [208,

324].
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detector at its limits

The core functionality of many nanowire-based devices such as solar cells or

detectors lies in their p-n junction [42, 43, 69, 70]. For the future use of such

nanowire pn-junction devices in real-world applications, key factors are device stability

and reliability [28, 97, 98]. In this chapter, the operation of a single GaAs nanowire axial

p–n junction is studied, aiming for the detection of hard X-rays. This nanowire X-ray

detector enables high spatial resolutions compared to state of the art bulk indirect

scintillation detectors, which are limited to the refraction limit [325], or direct pixel

detectors that have typical pixel sizes of tens of microns [326]. A thorough in-operando

characterization using nanoscale X-ray analytical techniques allows deep insights into

the device operation and degradation mechanism.

The synthesis of the GaAs axial p-n nanowires, electrical contacting, and electrical

pre-characterization was performed by Lisa Liberius within the group of Dr. Werner

Prost at the Universität Duisburg-Essen. Nano-XRF, nano-XBIC and nano-XANES

measurements were performed in collaboration with Dr. Maurizio Ritzer, Dr. Andreas

Johannes, Dr. Martin Hafermann, Dr. Sven Schönherr, Dr. Jaime Segura-Ruiz (ESRF–

The European Synchrotron), Dr. Damien Salomon (ESRF–The European Synchrotron),

and Dr. Gema Martı́nez-Criado (Instituto de Ciencia de Materiales de Madrid). Parts

of this chapter are published in reference [116].
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Figure 4.1.: Nanowire X-ray detector device. a SEM image of as-grown nanowires on the (111)B GaAs
substrate. The n-doped part on top and the p-doped part at the bottom are marked in
the inset. b Colorized SEM image depicting the nanowire device. An energy-tunable hard
X-ray beam was tightly focused onto the GaAs nanowire with a p-n junction along the
growth axis and a diameter of ∼150 nm. The nanowire was contacted, which allowed for
combined in-operando nano-XBIC (see inset), nano-XRF, and nano-XANES measurements
while applying external voltages. c Current-voltage characteristic of an axial p-n junction
nanowire. The inset shows the same data on a lin-log scale.

4.1. X-ray detection

4.1.1. Nanowire X-ray detector device

Axial p-n junction GaAs nanowires were grown by gold-catalyzed vapor-liquid-solid

growth in a metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) reactor (see figure 4.1a).

Doping was performed during growth by incorporating Zn and Sn for p and n-type,

respectively (for details see chapter 3.1.2). The resulting doping concentrations were

estimated by analyzing p-GaAs and n-GaAs nanowires, which were grown with

the same growth parameters at the p and n-type sections in the p-n nanowires. By

determining the path resistances of several nanowires via four point measurements,

the doping concentrations were estimated to be ∼6 × 1018 cm−3 in both the p- and

the n-type segment. Individual nanowires were transferred to a silica substrate and

electrically contacted (for details see chapter 3.1.3) for the X-ray detection experiments

(see figure 4.1b).

Prior to the X-ray analytical measurements, I-V curves of several individual nanowires

were recorded to obtain the diode performance (see figure 4.1c). Ideality factors of 2 to

2.3 and reverse saturation current densities around 3 µA cm−2 were obtained for the
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measured devices. The current was normalized to the respective cross-sectional area of

the nanowire. Further I-V characterizations from more than 20 other nanowires from

the same growth substrate yielded similar characteristics. No hints of degradation

were observed—neither in the device performance nor in subsequent SEM images

(not shown)—in any of the nanowire devices upon measuring these I-V characteristics

repeatedly up to ±5 V.

4.1.2. Detector performance

Electrons and holes that are generated by the X-ray beam in the depletion zone of the

p-n junction can be separated by the internal electric field and can finally be measured

as a current at the contacts (see chapter 2.4). If electron-hole pairs are generated far

from the depletion zone they mostly recombine radiatively or non-radiatively. Thus,

hard X-rays can be detected with extremely high spatial resolution that is determined

by the length of the p-n junction depletion zone (together with the diffusion length)

and the nanowire diameter. Finally, the convolution of the detector resolution and the

spot size of the focused hard X-ray beam yields the XBIC signal (figure 4.2a and b).

Remarkably, the direct imaging FWHM of the XBIC signal along the nanowire is only

∼200 nm (figure 4.2c). Note that the spatial extent of the focused X-ray nanobeam is

roughly 80 nm × 90 nm and therefore considerably smaller than the detector resolution.

Hence, it does not play a major role in broadening the width of the measured signal.

But it is still included in the measured detector resolution and thus an upper bound is

gained for the resolution directly obtained from the measurements. An even smaller

FWHM of ∼150 nm was measured perpendicular to the nanowire axis. This coincides

well with the nanowire diameter of ∼150 nm. Thus, by reducing the nanowire diameter

and engineering the p-n junction, detector resolutions well below 100 nm are possible

in direct scanning hard X-ray axial nanowire detectors.

There are only a few further reports about semiconductor nanowire-based hard X-

ray detectors: There, nanowires offer an outstanding performance regarding XBIC

efficiency and spatial resolution compared to their bulk counterparts [66, 217, 327,

328]. Using InP nanowires, however, a much higher spatial resolution of 0.51 µm was
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Figure 4.2.: Simultaneous mapping of nano-XRF and nano-XBIC a The X-ray beam induced current
signal at 0 V bias voltage of a GaAs nanowire around the p-n junction measured at an
incident X-ray energy of 11.9 keV, i.e., above the Ga and As K-edges. The GaAs nanowire (as
located via the Ga map) is indicated by the dashed, white lines. b X-ray fluorescence map of
the Ga Kα line fluorescence. c Line scan of the XBIC signal along the nanowire. d Line scans
of the XBIC signal along the nanowire for different voltages on a logarithmic scale. The red
lines indicate the extraction of the minority carrier lengths at zero bias voltage by fitting an
exponential decay to the XBIC signal. e Maximum XBIC signal (red dots) and dark current
(black dots) as a function of the bias voltage in reverse direction. The right axis indicates the
estimated charge collection (blue squares) efficiency. f Line scans of the same XBIC signal as
in (d) along the nanowire for different voltages on a linear scale.

achieved [327]. Recently, an even better spatial resolution of ∼150 nm was observed in

vertically oriented (i.e., the nanowire axis was parallel to the X-ray beam) InP nanowires

[66]. The vertical detector geometry offers clear advantages for future applications in

pixel array detectors as it facilitates scaling with multiple pixels. More specifically, the

vertical geometry allows using as-grown nanowire arrays such that the challenging

transfer and alignment step is unnecessary. Furthermore, the much larger absorption

length allows for a much more efficient X-ray absorption [66, 329]. Additionally, as

the detector resolution for vertically oriented nanowires is limited by the nanowire
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diameter, such that using thin nanowires could enable resolutions of few nanometers

[327, 330, 331]. The horizontal geometry (where the nanowire is lying on a substrate

and is thus oriented perpendicular to the X-ray beam), on the other hand, allows for

a detailed, spatially resolved investigation of the internal electrical fields. It is thus

ideally suited to gain a deeper understanding of the axial nanowire p-n junction, as

demonstrated in the following.

The shape of the XBIC signal along the nanowire axis (see figure 4.2c) is given by the

size of the depletion zone and the minority carrier diffusion length in the n- and the p-

doped region [217, 332, 333]. Fitting the exponential decay of the XBIC signal (red lines

in figure 4.2d) yields the minority carrier diffusion lengths Li for electrons (LD,n=68 nm)

and holes (LD,p=108 nm), respectively. Carrier lifetimes τi for electrons and holes can

be assessed using the relation Li =
√

Diτi, with the diffusion coefficient Di. Inserting

bulk values for Di [334] yielded carrier lifetimes of 0.6 and 4.6 ps for electron and

holes, respectively. The use of bulk values is a good approximation for our nanowires

(with the diameter of ∼150 nm) since the size dependence of the minority carrier mean

free path in bulk GaAs was indeed shown to be strongly diameter-dependent below

100 nm, but hardly diameter-dependent above [123, 332, 335]. The obtained values

for the minority carrier diffusion lengths are much shorter than reported bulk values,

which stems from the much higher recombination rate at the nanowire surface [332,

336, 337]. This, on the one hand, reduces the efficiency of the hard X-ray detector but,

on the other hand, allows the very high spatial resolution.

To quantify the detector efficiency, the charge collection efficiency (CCE) was estimated.

Based on the peak values of the XBIC signal compared to the dark current, the charge

collection efficiency is calculated by CCE = Qcoll/Qgen [338]. Here, Qcoll is the collected

charge as measured at the contacts and Qgen is the charge generated by the impinging

X-rays. To estimate Qgen, the beam energy E and the and the ionization energy ϵ (4.2 eV

for GaAs [339]) are needed: Qgen = e · E/ϵ, with the elementary charge e. The number

of generated electrons per absorbed primary X-ray is calculated by N = E/ϵ [150].

For an X-ray energy of 11.9 keV, ∼2800 primary electrons are generated per absorbed

X-ray. In an experimental setup and device geometry comparable to our case, effects

from substrate photoelectrons were shown to be negligible [327]. To finally calculate

the charge carrier collection efficiency, the absorption probability in the GaAs nanowire
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4. An axial p-n junction nanowire X-ray detector at its limits

has to be taken into account via the absorption length (µ ≈ 11 µm at 11.9 keV beam

energy) [340]. The calculated charge carrier collection efficiency is shown in figure

4.2e. The unbiased nanowire detector reveals an charge collection efficiency of ∼0.4 %,

limited by charge trapping and recombination at surface defects (see carrier lifetime

estimations above) [93, 336, 341, 342]. The internal electric fields in the p-n junction can

be manipulated by applying a bias voltage (see figure 4.2d-f); in this way, the detector

charge collection efficiency was improved.

4.1.3. Voltage and incident energy dependence of the X-ray

detection

Further insights were obtained by varying the incident X-ray energy across a specific

absorption edge. In this way, nano-XRF and nano-XBIC were simultaneously acquired

as a function of incident X-ray energy around the Ga K-edge (see figure 4.3). The XBIC

maps allow locating the p-n junction and gaining insights into the local electric fields,

while XRF probes the local material composition. Mappings of XRF and XBIC were

simultaneously recorded, first at 0 V with an X-ray energy below the Ga-K edge. The

X-ray energy was successively increase while keeping the voltage fixed (first row).

Afterwards, the bias voltage was set to −1 V and the mapping was repeated starting

again at the same energy below the Ga-K edge and than successively increasing the

incident X-ray energy. This was similarly repeated for −2 V and −5 V. At each bias

voltage, the incident X-ray energy was varied from 10.367 keV to 10.381 keV in steps

of 1 eV. In figure 4.3, XRF and XBIC maps are shown at three representative incident

X-ray energies.

A clear increase of the XBIC signal is observed for applying voltages in reverse direc-

tion since the electric field of the p-n junction gets enhanced by the external voltage.

At −2 V, the maximum detector signal is reached; this is accompanied, however, by a

strong reduction of the spatial resolution as the spatial extent or the depletion zone

increases. The reduction in XBIC signal at −5 V is associated with the degradation of

the device (as shown below in more detail). As discussed above, no degradation was

observed for solely applying bias voltages. Therefore, an applied bias voltage in reverse
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Figure 4.3.: Voltage dependent maps of nano-XRF and nano-XBIC Mappings of the Ga Kα XRF (left)
and XBIC (right), which where recorded simultaneously at the p-n junction, as a function of
incident X-ray energy and applied bias voltage. The measurement sequence is indicated by
Roman numbers. All XRF/XBIC maps are equally scaled, respectively. The data is displayed
on a logarithmic scale and the dashed lines in map I indicates the GaAs nanowire.

direction together with the incident X-ray beam are required for inducing damage.

At an incident X-ray energy of 10.368 keV, i.e., below the Ga K-edge, the XRF as well

as the XBIC signal is weak (see first column). This is due to the low primary X-ray

absorption in the pre-edge region, which, in turn, leads to weak secondary processes

(see section 2.4). Increasing the incident X-ray energy to 10.372 keV, i.e., above the

Ga-K edge, yields an abrupt increase in both signals (see middle column). This clearly

indicates that X-ray absorption of core electrons from the 1s shell (which are excited

above the Ga-K edge) efficiently contributes to the XRF/XBIC process. Upon increasing

the voltage, however, a decrease of the Ga-Kα XRF signal is observed in the n-type

section.

To understand this signal decrease, edge region XANES spectra were gained from the

energy dependent in-operando XRF maps. This was done as a function of position

along the nanowire axis for the different bias voltages (see figure 4.4a). The near-edge
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4. An axial p-n junction nanowire X-ray detector at its limits

Figure 4.4.: In-operando XANES line scans a Near-edge region XANES spectra along the nanowire p-n
junction for different bias voltages of 0 V, −1 V, −2 V, and −5 V; the spectra are normalized
to the respecitve maximum values. References for tetragonal GaAs and octahedral Ga
(Ga(AcAc)3) are included [343, 344]. Data acquisition failed for the last data points for the
−5 V measurement (from 10.378 keV) due to device degradation. b Direct comparison of
near edge XANES spectra in the p-type (blue) and the n-type (orange) segment for 0 V (light
colors) and −5 V (dark colors), respectively. The spectra were normalized to the post-edge
of full XANES spectra recorded after the in-operando measurements in the p- and n-type
segment (see below). c Integrated XBIC signal as a function of impinging X-ray energy for
the different bias voltages.

XANES spectra could not be normalized to the post-edge region, due to the limited

measured energy range of the in-operando XANES spectra. The spectra were thus

normalized to their maximum value. Choice and normalization of the reference spectra

are based on full XANES spectra that were recorded after the in-operando measure-

ments (see below).

At 0 V, all near edge region XANES spectra along the nanowire p-n junction are similar

and clearly match the GaAs reference regarding edge energy and spectral features

[343, 344], indicating a (short-range) GaAs structure. Observing the near-edge region

XANES spectra from the p-type segment, no significant change in the edge energy

is observed. Spectra from the n-type segment, however, reveal a shift towards higher

edge energies upon increasing the bias voltage. While there is only a slight shift at

−1 V, the XANES edge significantly shifts to higher energies for −2 V. Finally, at a bias
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voltage of −5 V the shift in the n-type segment saturates.

Directly comparing the data collected at bias voltages of 0 V and −5 V corroborates

the findings: While spectra acquired in the p-type segment remain unchanged, spec-

tra in the n-type segment drastically shift to higher edge energies (see figure 4.4b).

Simultaneously to the XRF signal, the XBIC signal was recorded as a function of the

incident X-ray energy (see figure 4.4c). For all measured bias voltages, the XBIC signal

reveals an energy edge similar to the Ga-K XANES edge of GaAs. At bias voltages of

0 V and −1 V the spectral features match those observed in XANES; this correlation

is expected as the post-edge features arise from the fine structure of the absorption

cross section [345]. At −2 V, however, the drop of the XBIC signal is stronger compared

to the XANES spectra. At −5 V the XBIC signal is generally weaker and decreases

even more drastically in the post-edge region. Finally, the device became insulating,

leading to the failure of the pending measurements. We thus observed in-operando

the step-by-step degradation of the nanowire X-ray detector.

4.2. X-ray absorption near edge structure analysis

Understanding the degradation mechanism of the axial nanowire p-n junction requires

to first apprehend the observed shift in the XANES edge. To this end, full XANES

spectra were acquired in the p- and the n-type segment around the p-n junction after

all in-operando experiments were finished.

4.2.1. Degradation mechanism

In figure 4.5a XANES spectra from the p- and the n-type segment are compared

to several references. Additionally, the full XANES spectra are compared to the in-

operando near edge region spectra that were recorded at a bias voltage of −5 V. The

edge energies clearly match for the respective spectra from the p- and the n-type

segment, respectively; thus, the changes in XANES edge energy we observed at −5 V

were permanent and transient effects connected to electrical fields or heating can be
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ruled out.

In literature, Ga K-edge XANES measurements were performed investigating energy

shifts in the X-ray absorption edge [211, 212, 344, 346]. In particular, absorption edges

for Ga-based compounds with different ligands and coordination states of three, four,

and six were reported. Edge energies were found to significantly increase with increas-

ing coordination [211, 347]. The coordination of Ga in GaAs is tetragonal, giving rise to

the peak at 10.375 keV [343]. An increase in coordination of the Ga atoms is frequently

observed upon oxidization to the stable β phase of Ga2O3 [348]; it consists of equal

fractions of tetrahedrally (GaO4) and octahedrally (GaO6) coordinated Ga atoms [206,

349, 350]. Nearly ideal octahedral coordination was found in Ga(AcAc)3,1 which is

commonly taken as a reference for Ga in the octahedral GaO6 coordination [211, 344,

346]. There are several works on the thermal oxidization of GaAs, mostly observing

the formation of β-Ga2O3 together with the occurrence of elemental As and well as an

As depletion [107, 206, 352].

Second derivatives were calculated for all XANES spectra (see figure 4.5b) to fa-

cilitate the comparison between the measured data and the literature references. The

first zero crossing of the second derivative (i.e., the first inflection) point is usually

considered as the absorption edge [213, 324]. Clearly, the data from the p-type segment

of the nanowire is best matched by the GaAs reference with tetrahedral coordination

(as indicated by the gray, vertical line in figure 4.5b) . This indicates that the p-type

segment still consisted of pristine GaAs that remained structually unchanged through-

out all experiments.

The absorption edge in the n-type segment, however, shifted to higher energies. Com-

paring it to β-Ga2O3 (mixed tetrahedral and octahedral), α-Ga2O3 (distorted octahedral),

and Ga(AcAc)3 (octahedral) references [211, 343, 344] reveals an excellent match to

the Ga(AcAc)3 reference (as indicated by the black, vertical line in figure 4.5b). Both

α-Ga2O3 and β-Ga2O3 have XANES edges at lower energies (∼2 eV lower). This implies

that the nanowire underwent a selective oxidization in the n-type segment resulting in

an octahedral GaO6 coordination (like in Ga(AcAc)3 or α-Ga2O3).

These findings allow to interpret the findings from section 4.1.3: a step-by-step oxi-

1Tris(acetylacetonato)gallium(III) C15H21O6Ga [351].
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Figure 4.5.: XANES spectra a Ga K-edge XANES spectra acquired in the p- and n-type segment (black
hollow circles and squares), respectively; the spectra were normalized to the post-edge signal.
The in-operando edge region spectra recorded at −5 V (as shown in figure 4.4b) are shown
as blue and orange dots. References for tetragonal GaAs, α- and β-Ga2O3, and octahedral
Ga (Ga(AcAc)3) are included [343, 344]. The dashed, vertical lines in gray and black indicate
the Ga K-edge energies in the p- and n-type segment, respectively. b Second derivatives of
the respective data and references. The zero crossing (indicated by the horizontal, dashed
lines)—i.e., the inflection point—is considered as the edge energy. The gray, vertical lines
indicate the edge energies in the p- and n-type segment, respectively. The data best matches
the edge energies of the GaAs and octahedral Ga(AcAc)3 references, respectively.

dization is observed in the n-type area of the nanowire in direct proximity to the p-n

junction. In the p-type segment, however, no changes of the XANES energy edge were

observed. This explains the incident X-ray energy-dependence of the XRF maps in

figure 4.3 for −2 V and −5 V. The XRF signal in the p-type segment shows the same

energy-dependence as for the other voltages. But the signal in the n-type segment

is weak above an energy of 10.372 keV, as this is above the Ga K-edge of GaAs but

below that of octahedrally coordinated Ga. The XRF signal in both segments is again

leveled above an X-ray energy of 10.376 keV, as this is also above the K-edge of Ga in

the octahedral GaO6 coordination. The selective oxidization of the n-type segment also

explains the decrease in XBIC signal observed for −5 V and the subsequent breakdown

of the device as it became electrically insulating.
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4.2.2. Assessing the selective oxidization

To make sense of the selective oxidization that is limited to the n-type segment, the full

spatial extend of the oxidized region was assessed. A XANES line scan was recorded by

acquiring XANES spectra along the nanowire p-n junction in steps of 50 nm. To ensure

that the X-ray beam hits the nanowire centrally for all measurements points along

the nanowire, multiple XRF spectra were recorded while z-scanning perpendicular to

the nanowire axis (see several z-position scans along the nanowire in figure 4.6a). At

the z-position with maximum Ga XRF signal the X-ray beam beam hits the nanowire

axis centrally and the XANES spectrum was recorded. Representative XANES spectra

along the nanowire are depicted in 4.6b. The measurement positions are marked in

the SEM image of figure 4.6c with arrows colored corresponding to the lines in 4.6a

and b. A swollen segment of ∼1 µm is observed in the n-type region close to the

p-n junction. The nanowire diameter has roughly doubled in diameter in the swollen

segment, which coincides well with the XRF scan in figure 4.6a.

While XANES spectra far from the swollen region (purple and red spectra in figure

4.6b) clearly reveal a GaAs short-range structure, the spectrum in the middle of the

swollen region (green) shows Ga in an octahedral short-range structure. Spectra in the

transition region (blue and yellow) are superpositions of both. Direct effects from the

incident X-ray beam—as recently observed in GaAs core-shell nanowires for directing

the X-ray beam to a single spot for a prolonged period [353]—can be ruled out in

our case, as the measurement region (indicated by the white, dashed lines) of the

high-resolution in-operando XRF/XBIC maps comprised both the p- and the n-type

segment but the oxidization is only observed in the n-type segment. Furthermore,

oxidization also affected parts of the nanowire in the n-type segment that were not

included in the measurement area of the high-resolution maps. This agrees with reports

observing only low sample heating in an focused X-ray nanobeam [354] considering

the used flux and the pulsed beam mode (see section 3.4).

To evaluate the material composition along the swollen region, three features of

the XANES spectra (marked in gray in 4.6b) were integrated and plotted along the

nanowire axis in figure 4.6d-f; the x-axis is aligned to the SEM image in in figure 4.6c
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Figure 4.6.: XANES line scan a Ga Kα XRF signal scanned perpendicular to the nanowire axis recorded
to conduct the subsequent XANES measurement in the center of the nanowire. The symbol
colors match the color of the arrows in (c) that indicate the respective measurement position.
b Ga K-edge XANES spectra measured at different positions along the nanowire (as indicated
by the arrows in (c)). References for GaAs and octahedral Ga (Ga(AcAc)3) are added [343,
344]. c Colorized SEM image of the nanowire p-n junction region after all X-ray analysis
measurements. The sample was tilted by 50° and the length scale corrected accordingly. The
origin of the x-axis is chosen such that the p-n junction (as identified via XBIC) is positioned
at 0 µm. The dashed white lines indicate the measurement area of the high resolution
in-operando maps. d-f Line scan along the nanowire axis of the integrated XANES values
from spectral regions as indicated in (b). The colored dots match the positions of the arrows
in (c). g Line scan along the nanowire axis of the XANES edge shift as identified by the
1/e-criterion. h Line scan along the nanowire axis of the XANES edge shift as identified by
the inflection point criterion.

such that the p-n junction (as identified from XBIC maps) is positioned at x= 0 µm

and the acquisition position for all data points can be identified. The different features

were chosen at energies where the spectra of GaAs and Ga in octahedral coordination

exhibit distinct differences. Therefore, GaAs material is represented by high values

in the GaAs peak (figure 4.6d) and postedge curve (figure 4.6f), while oxidized Ga

in octahedral coordination is represented by low values; this is vice versa for the
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octahedral Ga feature curve (figure 4.6e). In this way, spectra from the p-type segment

can be clearly assigned to the GaAs short-range structure and spectra from the swollen

region in the n-type segment to the octahedral GaO6 short-range structure. Spectra in

the n-type segment but far from the p-n junction can also be assigned to GaAs.

Intermediate edge values between GaAs and octahedral GaO6 were observed in transi-

tion regions at both edges of the swollen region. The intermediate Ga K-edge energies

most likely stem from a superposition of an oxidized surface layer and the pristine

GaAs core part of the nanowire [345]. At the edge of the swollen region that points

to the p-type segment this region extends over ∼200 nm. This transition region is

broadened to ∼500 nm at the edge that point to the n-type segment. A detectable

fraction of octahedral Ga is even observed up to 1.5 µm from the p-n junction (figure

4.6e). In short, the oxidization along the nanowire can be assessed from the XANES

spectra in this way.

Usually, the XANES edge is determined to distinguish between XANES spectra. There

are two common criteria for obtaining values of the XANES edge energy. Often, the

second derivative is calculated and the first inflection point is taken as the XANES

edge energy [213, 324]. The resulting edge energies along the p-n junction are shown

at the bottom in figure 4.6h. One can clearly see the benefits of the inflection point

method: there is a clear distinction in edge energy between the swollen and the pristine

nanowire segments and the point-to-point spreading in the respective segments is low.

A major drawback, however, is the insensitivity to gradual changes in composition as

observed in the XANES spectra from the transitions (blue and yellow data in figure 4.6b

and c); while their XANES spectra reveal a superposition of Ga in the tetragonal GaAs

site and the octahedral GaO6 site, their inflection-point XANES edges are assigned to

pure GaAs or oxidized Ga, respectively.

Another criterion to determine the XANES edge is to take the energy of the rise from

the pre-edge to a fixed fraction of the edge maximum (here: 1/e; see figure 4.6g)

[213, 324]. Compared to the inflection point method, gradual changes in the transition

between GaAs and octahedral Ga are reflected much better, while the point-to-point

spreading is much stronger (see 4.6c). After the X-ray experiments, energy-dispersive

X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was performed close to the p-n junction of the nanowire

(see figure 4.7a). A line scan across the p-n junction reveals a slight reduction of the Ga
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Figure 4.7.: EDX analysis in the p-n junction region a EDX spectra taken at two different positions in
the swollen region. Additionally, reference spectra were acquired from the pristine nanowire
far from the swollen region. The insets show the enlarged Kα lines of oxygen (at an energy
of 0.53 keV), as well as of gallium (at 9.24 keV) and arsenic (at 10.53 keV). The signals of Ga
and As are both reduced in the swollen region. b EDX line scan of the Ga and As signal
across p-n junction of the nanowire. The SEM image is aligned to the x-axis of the graph
and the p-n junction is chosen at the origin of the x-axis (x = 0 µm). In the swollen region, a
reduction of both signals is clearly visible. The white, dashed line indicates the measurement
region of the in-operando XRF/XBIC measurements.

and an even stronger reduction of the As signal (see figure 4.7b). The oxygen signal

in the EDX spectrum is dominated by the signal from the insulating silica substrate

underneath the nanowire; thus, changes of the EDX oxygen signal coming from the

nanowire cannot be detected by EDX. The behavior of the Ga and As signals, however,

agrees well with the XANES and XRF/XBIC data and thus corroborates the oxidization

hypothesis.

4.2.3. Hot electron induced oxidization

Having gained a clear view on the final state of the nanowire p-n junction region,

allows to gather a deeper understanding of the selective oxidization process by re-

visit the in-operando measurements. The Ga-K edge energy was determined from

in-operando edge-region XANES spectra from figure 4.4 (via the 1/e-criterion, as

discussed above) and is plotted as a function of position along the p-n junction in

figure 4.8a. The XBIC signal at a bias voltage of 0 V is added to precisely locate the p-n

junction, which is used as the origin of the x-axis (x = 0 µm). The Ga K-edge energy

in the p-type segment is constant at ∼10.372 keV for all bias voltages. At 0 V (black
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Figure 4.8.: Hot electron induced selective oxidization a Line scan along the nanowire axis of the
Ga K-edge energies (colored dot symbol lines; left y-axis) obtained from the in-operando
measurements for the different bias voltages. The XBIC signal is added to locate the p-n
junction (gray line; right y-axis). b Schematic band diagram of the p-n junction without
an external bias voltage. c Schematic band diagram of the p-n junction at a bias voltage of
−5 V.

curve in figure 4.8a), the Ga K-edge energy is almost constant along the p-n junction.

A slight increase in energy of the Ga K-edge becomes apparent in the n-type segment

for applying −1 V and −2 V (blue and green curves), while the Ga K-edge energy in

the p-type segment stays constant. Applying a bias voltage of −5 V (red curve) lead

to an drastic increase of the Ga K-edge energy (up to almost 10.376 keV) in the n-type

segment. The intermediate Ga K-edge energies that are observed in the transition

region most likely are assigned to a superposition of an oxidized surface layer and the

pristine GaAs core part of the nanowire, as discussed above.

To understand the underlying processes of the sample degradation, energy band dia-

grams of the p-n junction are addressed without and with an applied bias voltage in

reverse direction (figure 4.8b and c). The built-in voltage of the GaAs nanowire p-n

junction is ∼1.1 V without an external voltage, due to band alignment with respect

to the Fermi level [342]. Electron-hole pairs that are created in the depletion region

are separated by this built-in voltage and can thus be measured as the XBIC signal, as

shown in figure 4.8a. The electron-hole pairs are created in a cascade process: After an

impinging X-ray excites electrons from core levels, core-holes are left behind, which are

immediately filled from shallower levels by XRF or Auger processes. In this way, a large

number of electrons and holes (∼2500 per absorbed X-ray at 10.380 keV) is created (see

section 4.1.2) at the bottom of the conduction band and the top of the valence band,

respectively. This process is shown greatly simplified in figure 4.8b. Subsequently,
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electrons in the conduction band that are close to the p-n junction can recombine

or move down (accelerated by the built-in field) the potential towards the n-type

region. The hot electrons can finally transfer their surplus energy via electron-phonon

scattering to the lattice [129, 355]. Lattice heating is balanced by thermal conduction to

the surrounding and along the nanowire for low electron energies [354]. As a result,

there is no significant change of the Ga K-edge energy at 0 V (compare black curve in

figure 4.8a). A similar behavior is expected for holes, but they do not become as hot as

electrons [356] since they have lower mobilities and much higher recombination rates

due to their greatly enhanced non-radiative losses [123, 336]; thus, no degradation is

observed in the p-type segment.

Upon applying an external voltage, charge carriers are accelerated even more due to

the additional electrical field (see 4.8). By applying a bias voltage of −5 V, hot electrons

could therefore in principle reach energies up to ∼6 eV above the conduction band

in the n-type segment. The cooling of hot electrons is typically achieved by multiple

scattering processes [355, 357, 358]. Beyond electron-phonon scattering, however, Auger

processes and impact ionization can contribute to the electron cooling for hot electron

energies above 1.45 eV [129, 359]. This limits the maximal electron energy; on the other

hand, this leads to a much larger number of electrons in the n-type region of the p-n

junction enabling hot electron induced chemical reactions, e.g., an oxidization of the

surface [359–361]. Theoretically, this could be followed by an avalanche breakdown

resulting in a pronounced heating of the n-type region, which in turn could lead to

oxidization in the ambient environment. Such processes are not expected in the p-type

segment as—compared to electrons—the hole mobility in GaAs is more than one order

of magnitude lower, while the recombination dynamics are much faster [123, 336]. This

results in the selective oxidization of the n-type segment.

Apart from those material-related effects, also the nanowire geometry plays an im-

portant role in the device degradation. The thermal conductivity of bulk GaAs is

59 W m−1 K−1. In nanowires, the thermal conductivity depends on surface roughness

and wire diameter and can be much lower (8 W m−1 K−1 to 36 W m−1 K−1) compared

to bulk [110, 111, 114, 115, 362, 363]. No significant effect of doping on the thermal

conductivity of GaAs was found in literature [364, 365]. The heat that is generated by

hot electron cooling, is therefore distributed inefficiently and thermal gradients can
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build up [354, 363]. Finally, also the large surface-to-volume ratio of nanowires and the

surface band bending facilitate a surface oxidization [107, 337, 358].

A segment with a length of ∼1 µm was affected by the hot electron induced oxidization

(compare figure 4.6c-h). However, mean free paths of hot electrons in GaAs are reported

to be 30 nm to 50 nm (for much lower energies compared to our case) [357, 366]. A

higher electron energy leads to a decreasing mean free path, as increased scattering

rates were reported [129, 367]. The apparent contradiction can be resolved by taking

multiple scattering events into account. Electrons transfer their energy stepwise via

inelastic scattering to the lattice leading to a decrease in energy; this, in turn leads to

increasing mean free paths during the cooling process [129, 357]. Multiple inelastic

scattering of hot electrons also allows to explain the larger transition region (where

the XANES edge is between GaAs and octahedral GaO6) on the edge of the oxidized

region that points to the n-type segment (between ∼1 µm and 1.5 µm in figure 4.6): As

the electrons lose energy, their mean free path increases allowing for some electron-

induced surface oxidization also further from the p-n junction. Thus, multiple inelastic

scattering upon hot electrons thermalization results in an interaction length of over

1 µm, i.e., much larger that the hot electron mean free path.

4.3. Conclusion

Axial p-n junction nanowires were shown to be capable of very high spatial resolution

hard X-ray detection. The device revealed a direct scanning X-ray imaging resolution

of ∼ 200 nm × 150 nm with no immediate limit for a resolution enhancement by

engineering the p-n junction and reducing the nanowire diameter. Based on this,

spatial resolutions in the tens of nanometers might be possible for direct scanning hard

X-ray imaging.

Thorough investigations using different X-ray analytical techniques enabled resolving

hot electron effects in the p-n junction device. Increasing the bias voltage increased the

detector efficiency but reduced the detector resolutions and lead to device degradation.

Incident X-ray energy-dependent X-ray fluorescence and X-ray beam induced current

mapping allowed to follow the device performance and eventual degradation in-
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operando as a function of bias voltage. A selective oxidization was observed in the

n-type segment of the nanowire, while the p-type segment stayed pristine. The Ga

coordination of the oxidized segment was found to be octahedral in contrast to the

tetrahedral GaAs. The oxidization was attributed to the cooling of hot electrons

resulting in the degradation of the biased device. Several technical components rely

on hot carrier effects, e.g., Gunn diodes and IR sensors [368, 369]. On the other

hand, hot carrier effects are well-known as the prevailing degradation mechanism in

transistors [370]. These effects are expected to be even more pronounced for nanoscale

applications—including nanowires—due to their pronounced surface-to-volume ration

and the limited thermal conductivity [114, 362, 363].
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devices

In this chapter, the stability of photonic II-IV nanowires is analyzed. First, the

spontaneous photoluminescence and waveguiding in pristine ZnO nanowires is

studied. Afterwards, the stimulated emission of CdS and ZnO nanowires is examined

with regard to the stability at high excitation intensities. Finally, the stability of the

spontaneous and stimulated emission as well as of the waveguiding in ZnO nanowires

were studied as a function of electron irradiation.

This work was done in close collaboration with Gesine Thees within the scope of her

state examination thesis [117] and Johannes Nicklaus within his bachelor thesis [118].

Parts of these results are published in references [96, 317].

5.1. Limits of optical excitation in II-IV nanowire lasers

Today, optical excitation is the go-to method for achieving population inversion and

thus lasing in nanowires [17, 84]. Future applications in nanoscale devices would,

however, often require electrical pumping of the nanowire lasers. While there are some

reports on electrically driven amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and electrical trig-

gering of nanowire lasing, reaching sufficient current densities for population inversion

proved challenging [87, 371, 372]. Yet, external optical pumping might be compat-

ible with device integration in many cases and could be used for nanowire-based

lab-on-a-chip or on-chip interconnection applications. To ensure stable and enduring

operation, device stability is crucial for most approaches. Therefore, the operational
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stability of optically pumped nanowire lasers is investigated in the following. First

of all, optical emission and waveguiding is addressed in the spontaneous emission

regime. Further, the emission in the stimulated emission regime is discussed and limits

for the operation of optical pumped nanowire lasers are examined. The findings of

this section will be taken as the groundwork for electron irradiation dose dependent

measurements in sections 5.2.4 and 5.2.6.

5.1.1. Spontaneous luminescence and waveguiding in single

nanowires

Investigating individual nanostructures by micro photoluminescence (PL) requires

a tightly focused laser spot to efficiently excite the small nanostructure volume that

usually is smaller than the diffraction limit; since the active (i.e., excited) area is by

definition small in nanostructures, an efficient local detection is furthermore needed.

Still, much higher excitation densities compared to conventional PL are necessary to

generate a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio.

Spontaneous luminescence A typical photoluminescence spectrum of a ZnO nanowire

(see figure 5.1a) shows a narrow emission band around 380 nm—the near band edge

emission (NBE)—and a broader emission in the visible—the deep level emission (DLE).

The latter stems from several transitions involving deep level defects (see section

2.5.3) and can thus be fitted by multiple Gaussian contributions. Here, the wavelength-

dependent spectra were fitted. Note that fitting the same data on an energy-dependent

scale yields the same results, as the differences in the two scales are negligible here for

the Gaussian fitting.

To evaluate the working range of harmless excitation, the peak position of the NBE

peak was investigated as a function of excitation laser intensity for several individ-

ual nanowires (see figure 5.1b). The peak position is constant at ∼382.3 nm up to

∼3 kW/cm2, while it redshifts for higher excitation power densities. This redshift is

attributed to a bandgap reduction due to heating of the nanowire by the excitation

laser [373]. The cw laser induced heating for an excitation intensity of ∼90 kW/cm2
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Figure 5.1.: Power-dependent photoluminescence. a Photoluminescence spectrum of a single ZnO
nanowire on a SiO2/Si substrate excited at 325 nm with an excitation intensity of
∼200 W cm−2. The defect emission peak is fitted with multiple Gaussian functions. b
Peak position of the NBE as a function of excitation laser intensity. Different colors represent
different nanowires. The dashed lines indicates the peak position for the black dots at
low powers. c Power dependency of the photoluminescence signals. From top to bottom,
the panels show the integrated NBE, DLE, and NBE-to-DLE-ratio. The orange dots are
from repeated measurements at 1.7 kW cm−2 recorded after exposure to the power density
indicated by the respective x-axis position. d Excitation power dependencies prior and after
irradiating the nanowire with an excitation intensity of 90 kW cm−2 for 60 s.

can be estimated to be between 50 and ∼160 K for the different nanowires by using

the Varshni equation with the parameters α = −5.5 × 10−4 eVK−1 and β = −900 K

[374]. Thus, further measurements were generally limited to powers below 3 kW/cm2

to avoid strong heating.

Luminescence quenching for was investigated by observing the power dependency of

the integrated NBE and DLE. The excitation laser intensity was successively increased

starting from 1.7 kW/cm2; after each intensity step the intensity was reduced back to

1.7 kW/cm2 and an additional spectrum was recorded to investigate for degradation

(see figure 5.1c). With increasing excitation power both NBE and DLE increase nearly

linearly. However, the repeatedly measured reference spectrum at 1.7 kW/cm2 reveals

a monotonically decreasing NBE, while the DLE remains almost constant (see orange

dots in figure 5.1c). The NBE-to-DLE ratio increases linearly with increasing excitation

power, while the ratio for the reference measurements monotonically decreases. Often,

the NBE-to-DLE ratio is taken as an indication of crystal quality in semiconductors;

however, this ratio has to be compared at a fixed excitation conditions since it strongly
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depends on the excitation intensity [174]. Thus, the decrease of the NBE-to-DLE ratio

observed at 1.7 kW/cm2 after illumination with increasing excitation power might be

attributed to degradation [375]. To study the laser-induced degradation in more detail,

the power dependency of the PL emission was investigated for another, pristine ZnO

nanowire (full circles in figure 5.1d). Afterwards, the nanowire was irradiated at an

laser intensity of ∼90 kW/cm2 for 60 s and the power dependencies were re-measured

(empty circles in figure 5.1d). Both NBE and DLE are quenched after the strong laser

irradiation. While the DLE decreased by an almost constant factor for all excitation

powers, the slope of the power-dependent NBE decreased from ∼ 1.6 to ∼ 1.3. In-

terestingly, this leads to an increased NBE-to-DLE ratio at low powers. This clearly

demonstrates that the NBE-to-DLE ratio at one particular excitation power cannot

simply be taken as an indicator of optical quality; instead, one has to consider the full

power dependency. The background electron concentration from unintentional doping

dominates the electron density at low excitation power densities while generated elec-

trons become increasingly dominant with increasing excitation power (compare section

2.3.2). The slope of the NBE (and the NBE-to-DLE ratio) can thus give qualitative

insight into changes of the quantum yield (this will be discussed in section 5.2.4 for

electron irradiated nanowires).

Waveguiding The ability of semiconductor nanowires to actively guide light along

its axis allows for directing and switching the light transport at sub-wavelength scales

[78]; it also is a necessary prerequisite for nanowire lasing (see next section) [80, 88–90].

The light guided through the nanowire, however, also allows to examine the absorption

near the band edge as presented in this section. Waveguiding in pristine nanowires

will serve as a reference for investigating the electron beam irradiation dependent

waveguiding in section 5.2.6.

To observe waveguiding, a single nanowire was excited at one end (called A in the

following) and the luminescence was recorded at the other end (called B; see figure

5.2a). Subsequently, the excitation laser was moved along the nanowire while the

waveguided emission was recorded at end facet B. One should bear in mind that this

configuration is different from coupling light to a fiber or measuring transmission in

thin films [183, 376, 377]: The source of the light that is guided through the nanowires
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Figure 5.2.: Waveguiding in ZnO nanowires. a Schematic of the excitation/measurement configuration.
At each excitation position, the luminescence at the excitation spot and the waveguided
spectrum at end facet B were acquired. b Waveguided photoluminescence spectra recorded
at end facet B for different excitation positions (blue curves) from a single nanowire (d ≈
250 nm, L ≈ 22 µm). The black curve depicts the spectrum recorded directly at the excitation
spot (end B, black curve). All curves match the colors of the arrows in (a) illustrating the
respective measurement configuration. The waveguided spectra were multiplied by the
indicated scaling factors. The weak peak at ∼ 380 nm in the waveguided spectra is scattered
light from the excitation spot. c Upper graph: Integrated intensity of the NBE and DLE
signal as a function of the waveguiding distance. All intensities were normalized to the
spectra at the excitation position. The dashed lines are guides to the eye. Lower graph: NBE
peak position as a function of waveguided distance. In both graphs, the large dots stem
from the same nanowire as the spectra shown in (b)—the blue arrows on top match the
colors of the respective waveguided spectra—and the small squares stem from three further
similar nanowires.

is not the excitation laser itself but the ZnO luminescence spectrum generated by the

excitation laser [76].

Comparing the waveguided spectrum (blue curves in figure 5.2b) to the spectrum

measured directly at the excitation position A (black curve) reveals a decrease in

intensity and a redshift in peak position of the NBE (see figure 5.2b and c). The latter

is attributed to the absorption in the Urbach tail states and the subsequent emission-

absorption-emission process (see section 2.3.3) [184], which leads to a successive

loss in photon energy until saturation is reached when the photon energy becomes

too low to be absorbed in the tail states (lower graph in figure 5.2c). At this point,

the emission-absorption-emission process breaks down and the waveguiding in the

nanowire becomes passive. The redshift of ∆λ = λ0 − λmax = (12 ± 3) nm from the

excitonic emission (recorded at the excitation-spot) to the saturated emission allows
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estimating the energy width of the Urbach tail states to ∆E = (100 ± 30)meV. This

agrees reasonably well with reported values of the Urbach tail state width for ZnO

thin films, which are between 44 and 85 meV [183, 187, 188]. The slightly higher tail

state width observed in the nanowires might be attributed to an increased density of

surface defects in nanowires [168, 251, 261, 299].

To investigate the decay of the PL signal with waveguiding distance (upper graph in

figure 5.2c), NBE and DLE signals were integrated in the waveguided spectra for several

nanowires. The waveguided signals were normalized to the respective signal from

the excitation positions to account for small deviations in intensity for the different

excitation positions. The intensities show a much greater spread compared to the peak

positions (lower graph in figure 5.2c) since the intensities are strongly dependent on

the exact excitation conditions (due to changes in the coupling to the waveguide), while

the peak position is independent of such variations. Both, the waveguided NBE and

DLE, show an exponential decay with traveled distance in the nanowire. No saturation

was observed for the investigated travel lengths. A saturation of the NBE signal,

however, would be expected at the point where the waveguiding becomes passive

(see above), if the emission-absorption-emission process dominated the intensity loss.

This indicates that the intensity decay of the NBE is not dominated by the emission-

absorption-emission process in the Urbach tail states. Instead, passive losses from

impurity scattering, surface scattering and confinement [378] strongly contribute to the

transmission losses for the NBE and DLE in the investigated distance range. Assuming

these optical losses as linear and constant over the length of the nanowire, this explains

the exponential decay of the waveguided NBE and DLE intensity [25].

Compared to the excitation spot value, ∼20 % of the waveguided DLE signal is detected

at end facet B, while the NBE signal shrinks to below 6 % after traveling a distance

of ∼5 µm through the nanowire. For traveling the full nanowire length (22 µm), these

values reduce to ∼ 7 % for the DLE and ∼2 % for the NBE. In the following, these

values will be referred to as ”transmission”, keeping in mind that the initial signal

is the luminescence at the excitation spot (to be more precise, the fraction of light

that couples into the waveguide). Two factors might contribute to these different

transmission values. First, absorption and scattering are lower for the DLE due to

the lower photon energy, i.e., the waveguiding losses are lower. Confinement losses,
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however, are potentially much higher for the DLE [23]; nevertheless, they seem to be

low within the nanowire diameters of ∼250 nm used in these experiments. Second, the

transmission of the DLE gains from absorbed photons from the NBE that recombine

via deep defects in the waveguiding process and thus emit in the DLE range. Due to

energy conservation, the opposite process (DLE to NBE) is not possible.

5.1.2. Limits of the stimulated emission

Achieving room temperature lasing for any given material requires a sufficiently low

lasing threshold, such that the lasing regime can be reached upon exciting with rea-

sonable pump power densities. This immediately implies that there is an excitation

power limit that may not be surpassed for stable laser emission [317]. In the following,

this limit is identified and quantified in CdS and ZnO nanowires that serve as a model

system.

A CdS nanowire laser was illuminated with a widened laser spot such that the whole

nanowire was excited to prevent re-absorption within the nanowire. The spectral evo-

lution for increasing pump intensity is shown in figure 5.3a. At low excitation power

densities, a broad spontaneous emission peak is observed (black curve). Increasing

the excitation power yields sharp modes that are superimposed to the spontaneous

emission: the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE; light blue curve). In the double-

logarithmic power dependency (see green curve in figure 5.3b), this is accompanied by

a superlinear increase. Further increasing the power leads to the lasing regime; here,

the modes clearly dominate the spectrum and the slope of the power dependency

becomes linear again (see also blue and orange spectra). The transition to the lasing

regime is marked by the lasing threshold (where gain/loss is 1). The power depen-

dency was fitted with a multimode laser model [201] that yielded a lasing threshold of

∼70 kW cm−2 and an spontaneous emission parameter x0 of ∼0.1. This fit agrees well

with the data in the spontaneous, the ASE, and the lasing regime. Upon increasing the

pump intensity even further, however, there is a point where the acquired data points

clearly deviate from the fit and the emission even decreases despite increasing the

excitation power. This is the regime of irreversible degradation and the point where
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the emission starts to decrease despite increasing excitation is defined as the degra-

dation threshold. This threshold thus separates the regime of stable lasing from the

regime of irreversible degradation. The decrease in emission at high pump intensities

is accompanied by alterations in the spectra (see figure 5.3a): The formerly nearly

equidistant Fabry-Pérot modes start to merge and become increasingly irregular (red

spectrum). Remarkably, new modes start emerging far from the initial gain envelope.

For the highest excitation power density, all modes are finally eradicated leaving a

broad spontaneous emission spectrum behind (dark red spectrum).

Similarly, a lasing-degradation curve was measured for ZnO nanowires. Fitting the

data with a multimode laser model yielded a threshold of ∼210 kW cm−2 and an x0

value of ∼0.01, in good agreement with literature [83, 379]. For the highest measured

excitation powers, the emission is halved upon increasing the excitation power. Thus,

the degradation threshold for this nanolaser was ∼3 MW cm−2. However, a further

increase of excitation power was prevented as the nanowire moved out of the excitation

laser spot. Similar effects of moving nanowires were observed for all investigated ZnO

nanowires under high excitation power densities and might be attributed to strong

thermal gradients. The movement prevented a more thorough degradation analysis

for ZnO and further experiments were conducted for CdS nanowires. However, to

corroborate the degradation in the ZnO nanolasers, additional to the power-dependent

emission, the lasing spectrum at the threshold power was repeatedly measured. The

area under the lasing modes, integrated from those spectra, was constant up to the

degradation threshold of ∼3 MW cm−2 and drastically decreased above the thresh-

old (see inset in figure 5.3b). This degradation threshold is in good agreement with

literature [375]. There is a slight deviation from the fit at low and high gain-loss

values, hinting to an important subject. Since the experimental setup has a limited

detection angle and spatial detection region, there are different detection efficiencies in

the different regimes due to the changing emission angle and spatial emission origin

when transiting from spontaneous emission to lasing (see section 2.3.2). This experi-

mental realities—together with further experimental factors, such as spot homogeneity

and pulse-to-pulse variation of the excitation laser, nanowire-to-nanowire variations,

detection (and monochromator) setup efficiencies, and substrate properties—imply

that the obtained threshold values cannot directly be compared to values obtained
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Figure 5.3.: Lasing limitation in CdS and ZnO. a Normalized spectra from one individual CdS
nanowires for increasing pump intensity (top to bottom). The respective pump intensi-
ties are indicated as multiples of the lasing threshold. At low pump intensities the broad,
unstructured NBE is observed (black). Increasing the pump intensity yields cavity modes
that appear on top of the spontaneous emission. The cavity modes start to dominate the spec-
trum when increasing the pump intensity further (i.e., above the lasing threshold THlasing).
Above ∼ 3 THlasing, the nanowire emission shows a significant decrease in intensity; also the
spectral shape reveals deviations. Finally, above ∼ 8 THlasing, the lasing modes totally vanish,
clearly indicating the lost lasing capability. b Double logarithmic power dependence of the
optical emission from the CdS nanowire (top) and a ZnO nanowire (bottom) as a function of
the gain/loss ratio. A typical laser behavior is observed up to ∼ 2 THlasing and ∼ 15 THlasing
for the CdS and ZnO nanowires, respectively. Exceeding this degradation threshold (THdeg),
causes the emitted intensity to drop. The power dependence below THdeg was fitted by a
multimode laser model (gray line) [201]. The inset shows the emission at the threshold that
was repeatedly measured after each power step. c Temperature-dependency of the average
threshold values. For each temperature, the threshold values of 5 nanowires were measured
and averaged; the error bars represent the respective standard deviation. Both, the lasing
(blue) and the degradation (red) threshold follow an exponential temperature-dependency
(dash-dotted lines). Extrapolating the curves to higher temperatures yields an intersection
point, which is defined as the critical temperature Tcrit = 470 K. Above, no stable lasing can
be achieved.

from different setups. It is furthermore well-known that the spontaneous emission

parameter x0 is heavily depending on the detection geometry [84, 380].

Using CdS nanowires, further nanolaser degradation experiments were carried. A

larger number of nanowires was used allowing for a statistical approach that can

compensate some of the experimental challenges named above; however, it must be

emphasized, that obtained threshold values still depend strongly on excitation laser,

substrate, and detection conditions such that caution must be taken when comparing

absolute values of measurements in different setups.

Lasing and degradation threshold values at room temperature were obtained for 19

different CdS nanowires. To do so, criteria for both thresholds were defined such that
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they can be measured without acquiring the full power dependency. In consistency

with the findings from figure 5.3a and b, the lasing threshold was defined as the excita-

tion power at which the modes surpassed twice the spontaneous emission background.

The degradation threshold was defined as the point at which the detected nanolaser

emission decreased despite increasing the excitation power. In this way, lasing and

degradation thresholds were determined for all nanowires and finally averaged. Be-

sides the room temperature measurements, the thresholds were further determined as

a function of temperature by measuring 30 additional nanowires at each temperature

step. The average values are shown in figure 5.3c as function of temperature; the

standard deviation is added as error bars. In laser systems, the threshold behavior is

well-known to be exponential with temperature [381–384]

TH(T) = TH(0) · exp(T/T0). (5.1)

Fitting the exponential increase of the lasing threshold yields values of THlasing(0 K) =

(5 ± 1) kW cm−2 and T0,lasing = (125 ± 14)K, while fitting the exponential decrease

of the degradation threshold yields THdeg(0 K) =(373 ± 16) kW cm−2 and T0,lasing =

(−800 ± 100)K. Hence, like it is well-known for the lasing threshold, the underlying

mechanism for the degradation is temperature-dependent, which points to a thermal

contribution in the degradation process. To address the full temperature-stability of

CdS nanolasers, both threshold dependencies were extrapolated to higher temperatures,

allowing to determine the intersection point of both curves, the critical temperature

Tcrit (as shown in figure 5.3c). For temperatures below this point, stable lasing in the

nanowire lasers can be reached, while above, no lasing is possible without immanent

degradation of the device. The critical temperature thus is the high temperature limit

of lasing for the specific experimental conditions used here.

The gain mechanism that supports the nanowire lasing is an electron-hole plasma,

which forms under strong optical pumping [82, 385]. As the excitation laser pulse

duration in the experiments was ∼7 ns, a thermal degradation mechanism can be

expected (in contrast to non-thermal degradation mechanisms that dominate for

shorter (≲ 200 fs) laser pulses) [386, 387]. This is in agreement with the temperature

dependence of the degradation threshold described above. High laser pump densities
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might thus lead to decomposition, desorption, or melting. Yet, since the nanowire

morphology was mostly unchanged after the lasing experiments, melting can be

discarded. This agrees well with ns-laser experiments on bulk CdS. Above a desorption

threshold of 18 mJ cm−2, the ejection of species (mostly S2) was observed from the

surface and regions close to the surface [388, 389]. These findings were explained

by a bond softening mechanism: non-thermal effects, such as the formation of the

electron-hole plasma at high excitation powers screen bond charges and therefore

reduce thermal stability at sufficiently high pump powers [389, 390]. In combination

with the laser induced thermal heating, the bond softening allows for the desorption of

surface species, most prominently sulfur atoms via the formation of S2 dimers. Since

sulfur is predominantly ejected from the lattice, a Cd-rich surface is expected to remain.

The laser degradation threshold for ns-laser excitation observed by Namiki et al. was

(18 ± 5)mJ cm−2 [389]. This can be compared to our experimental energy density

value of ∼1.6 mJ cm−2 from the CdS nanolasers considering the much higher surface-

to-volume ratio of the nanowires together with reduced thermal conductance for the

nanowire geometry. A higher degradation threshold of ∼80 mJ cm−2 was reported for

ZnO [389]. Again, this can be compared to our experimental energy density value of

∼30 mJ cm−2 from the ZnO nanolasers considering the nanowire geometry. The higher

degradation threshold compared to CdS can mostly be explained by the lower ionicity

of ZnO [388]. Other typical laser materials such as GaN, InP, or GaAs most likely also

show a similar degradation mechanism, however, with different threshold values [389].

Thus, the degradation behavior of nanolaser systems has to be carefully evaluated

for the respective pump conditions to assess the potential of the respective nanowire

laser system for (above-) room temperature operation. Future studies on nanoscale

lasers also have to make sure stable operation is observed. To ensure degradation-free

measurements, experimental routines are necessary. For example, after measuring

the lasing curve from low to high powers, it should be repeatable when reducing the

power again. An easier way to proof stable emission might be repeatedly re-measuring

the lasing spectrum at a certain power (e.g., the threshold, as shown in the inset of

figure 5.3b).

Apart from such passive measures to avoid degradation, one can actively increase

the critical temperature and thus the regime of stable laser operation. To increase the
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degradation threshold, low refractive index substrates can be chosen that additionally

exhibit a faster heat dissipation from the gain medium to the substrate. Here, CaF2 or

MgF2 could enhance heat dissipation due to their high thermal conductivity, which

is 5 and 15 times larger, respectively, than that of the SiO2 substrates used in the

experiments [391–393]. Sapphire has an even larger thermal conductivity, which might

result in a higher degradation threshold [394]; however, due to its larger refractive

index the lasing threshold would also increase, since the smaller refractive index

difference to the nanowire would increase waveguiding losses. Coating the nanowire

with a dielectric could likewise increase the degradation threshold by suppressing the

laser induced desorption. On the other hand, the critical temperature (i.e., the high

temperature limit for lasing) can be increased by lowering the lasing threshold. In turn,

the lasing threshold can be decreased by decreasing waveguiding or reflection losses

[17, 94].

5.2. Influence of electron irradiation on the luminescence

of nanowires

Since the emergence of nanotechnology, imaging at the nanoscale became indispens-

able for the field. Instead of optical microscopes that are bound to the Abbe limit,

electron microscopes are utilized to access the micro-/nanostructure and morphology

of objects on the nanoscale. Their vital function was recently stressed with the advent

of nanorobotic manipulation tools that allow for direct characterization and assembling

at the nanoscale [395]. Researchers, however, became aware of luminescence quenching

effects while acquiring CL spectra of semiconductors, indicating a detrimental effect of

electron irradiation on the luminescence. In ZnO bulk crystals, a CL signal reduction

was observed on the Zn-terminated surface, while a small increase followed by a

decrease was observed at the O-terminated surface for prolonged irradiation with

electrons [396]. In GaN nanowire ensembles, a pronounced luminescence quenching

was observed under electron irradiation indicating a relation to the greatly enhanced

surface-to-volume ratio in nanowires [397]. Finally, ZnO nanowires were shown to
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switch from a hydrophilic surface to a hydrophobic surface by electron irradiation

[398]. It is thus clear that electron beam irradiation has a strong effect on the (surface)

properties of ZnO nanowires. At the same time, ZnO is well-known to be exception-

ally robust against radiation damage under high energy electron irradiation in the

MeV-range [399–403], but also against neutrons [404], gamma rays [405], protons [406],

and ions [407, 408], making ZnO even suited for space-based applications [401] or as

scintillator material [405]. Interestingly, radiation hardness was shown to be increased

in nanowires due to defect compensation at the surface [409]. Despite its high resis-

tance to irradiation damage, however, the above-mentioned luminescence quenching

upon electron irradiation in the SEM was observed. To understand these effects, single

ZnO nanowires were irradiated with an electron beam in an SEM. The luminescence

was investigated during irradiation via CL and after certain irradiation times by PL.

Further, the stability of waveguiding in single nanowires and their lasing properties

were examined as a function of the electron irradiation.

5.2.1. Electron irradiation dependent cathodoluminescence

The electron beam of an SEM was scanned across half of a single ZnO nanowire

on a silica substrate while the CL signal was acquired (see figure 5.4a and inset in

figure 5.4b). The non-irradiated lower half was used as a reference for subsequent PL

investigations. NBE and DLE were measured separately in order to investigate effects

of the electron irradiation on the luminescence. This allowed fast data recording within

60 s such that changes during spectral acquisition can be neglected. In this way, CL

spectra of the NBE and DLE were alternately recorded in succession during irradiation

for 90 min at 10 kV with an electron flux density of ∼ 0.24 mC s−1 cm−2 (see figure 5.4b).

Note that it is not possible to record spectra of pristine, non-irradiate nanowires in the

CL, since already the first CL spectrum is recorded with an acquisition time of 60 s and

at least several seconds of electron beam irradiation are needed to focus the electron

beam on the nanowire. The very different trends for NBE and DLE become obvious in

the time-evolution of the integrated signals (figure 5.4c). While the DLE signal increases

monotonically and saturates for progressing irradiation, the NBE signal peaks after
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Figure 5.4.: Cathodoluminescence of single ZnO nanowires. a Scheme of the CL measurements upon
electron irradiation. Roughly half of the nanowire was irradiated (end A), while the other
half remains pristine (end B). b CL spectra obtained from the region indicated in the inset.
The NBE and DLE spectra were acquired successively. Thus, the irradiation time prior to
spectral acquisition for the DLE was always 2 min larger than given in the legend. c Electron
irradiation dependency of the integrated CL intensity for the NBE and the DLE. After 90 min
of irradiation, the electron beam was blanked and the sample was kept in vacuum for 24 h.
d Similar electron irradiation dependencies as in (c) were measured for further wires. After
reaching the maximum, irradiation was paused for 2 h (lower panel). Another sample was
taken out of the vacuum and stored in air for 18 h (lower panel). Afterwards the irradiation
was continued for both samples.

∼ 10 min of irradiation, afterwards decreases, and finally saturates well below its initial

value. After 90 minutes of irradiation, the irradiation was paused while the sample was

kept in vacuum; after 24 h, another spectrum was recorded revealing that both NBE

and DLE stayed nearly constant. Also shorter pauses of irradiation (in other nanowires)

did not show any shifts in the irradiation dependence. Thus, there are no significant

charging effects that affect the CL signal, as charging would lead to a jump in the CL

signal when continuing the irradiation after pausing [410]. Remarkably, also pausing

the irradiation and keeping the samples in air did hardly show any effects on the curve

progression. After irradiating pristine nanowires for 10 min, the irradiation was paused

for different times (10 min to 2 h, respectively). When continuing the irradiation, the

curve continued undisturbed. Moving the sample out of the vacuum and keeping it in

air for similar time spans also showed no changes. Keeping the sample in air for 18 h

finally yielded a slight decrease in NBE intensity (see figure 5.4d).
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5.2.2. Possible interaction mechanisms

To discuss these findings in detail, this section aims to introduce the mechanisms

that are ascribed to the electron dose dependent luminescence of ZnO. The trend

of the NBE signal with proceeding irradiation (increasing at first but decreasing for

continuing irradiation) indicates at least two involved processes. In this section, one

process that explains the rising luminescence in the beginning of the irradiation and

several candidates to explain the subsequent decrease will be discussed.

Desorption of surface species The increase in CL luminescence observed in the begin-

ning of the irradiation can be attributed to electron beam-induced surface desorption

processes. Surface adsorbates (mostly O2), which are always present on the surface

of ZnO nanowires [244, 411, 412], can be stimulated to desorb either directly by the

electron beam or via recombination with secondary holes (see section 2.5.2) [62]. This

leads to a reduction of the band bending at the surface (see also section 2.5.2), which in

turn leads to a higher rate of radiative recombination. In that way, the initial increase

of the NBE, as observed in figure 5.4d, can be explained. Surface desorption processes

also offer an explanation to the increase in DLE. When assuming surface VO as the

key recombination channel for the DLE, its increase can be explained by the electron

beam induced activation of surface VO that were previously passivated by surface

adsorbates.

Surface reactions and carbon deposition Electron degradation of several phosphors

was already studied in the 1960s (initially for full color cathode ray tubes in TVs).

There, the CL degradation of phosphors was described by a phenomenological formula

(Pfahnl’s Law) [413]. Later on, mechanisms behind this empirical descriptions were

identified as electron stimulated surface chemical reactions that are mostly associated

with carbon [414–417]. A resulting surface carbon build-up lead to a layer of more that

100 nm thickness, resulting in an attenuation of the incident electron beam and, more

importantly, to a strong optical attenuation of the CL signal [418]. Such drastic effects,

however, can be ruled out for our experiments, since they require high concentration
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of hydrocarbons in the residual vacuum and were negligible above 4 keV [418, 419].

However, also in modern SEMs, hydrocarbon molecules—either from the nanowire

surface or from the vacuum chamber—can be cracked by the electron beam leading

to the build-up of a thin carbonaceous layer [420–423]. Secondary electrons, however,

also balance this build-up via the erosion of carbon from the surface depending on

sample temperature, the acceleration voltage, and beam current [423–425]. In several

studies, the reduction of the total amount of carbon at the surface was observed during

prolonged electron beam irradiation [415–417]. This was explained by electron beam-

induced chemical reactions. Such reactions can lead to the creation of volatile species

that leave the surface, but they can also induce permanent changes in the surface [414,

417, 426]. As the electron beam-induced chemical surface reactions rely on the available

species, vacuum pressure and the composition of the residual vacuum strongly alter

the degradation process [426, 427].

These processes can be expected to be enhanced for nanowires due to the large

surface-to-volume-ratio. Indeed, for GaN nanowires a sub-monolayer coverage of

carbon was found to be able to reduce luminescence by two orders of magnitude [397].

This luminescence reduction could neither be explained by attenuation of primary

electrons nor by optical attenuation of the CL signal. Thus, the effect was ascribed to

an enhancement of non-radiative surface recombination at surface states induced by

carbon adatoms.

Reduction of the surface energy The mechanism for electron-induced surface des-

orption is similar to the mechanism of persistent photoconductivity that is well known

in ZnO, i.e., for irradiating ZnO with UV-light, the photoconductivity rises rapidly but

decays slowly when the UV-irradiation is turned off (see section 2.5.2). In contrast to

the fully reversible process of persistent photoconductivity, there seems to be a more

permanent character of the intensity rise caused by electron irradiation, if one takes

into account the findings of Milano et al. [398]. Upon electron irradiation, they found a

modification of the wetting properties of ZnO nanowires from hydrophilic to hydropho-

bic, i.e., a reduction of the surface energy. This is explained by electron beam-induced

surface alterations such as the cracking of hydrocarbons and the subsequent build-up

of a carbon layer (see above). The observations upon pausing irradiation (see figure
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5.4d) already evidenced little or no effect for keeping samples in air after irradiation.

This is is contrary to observations made after UV-irradiation in vacuum. Typically,

re-adsorption leads to a fast recovery when the sample is exposed to ambient air after

UV light-induced surface desorption. As we did not observe a fast recovery in air,

surface adsorption processes seem to be slowed after electron irradiation. Additionally,

upon starting to irradiate samples with the electron beam a second time, the CL signal

does not increase in contrast to the increase observed for the initial irradiation. This

corroborates the finding of an altered surface after (even a short/low-dose) electron

irradiation.

Defect creation In general, defects in the ZnO material can be induced by high

energy electron irradiation [399–402]; with rising defect concentration a decrease of

the NBE and an increase of the DLE was observed [403]. Defect creation in electron

beams can occur via elastic scattering causing atomic displacements and sputtering or

via inelastic scattering causing sample heating or radiolysis by the Knotek-Feibelman

mechanism [420]. Displacement thresholds, however, were reported to be above 300 keV

[428, 429] making defect creation highly unlikely since the acceleration voltages for all

experiments in this thesis were between 10 kV to 30 kV. In the SEM, also sputtering is

negligible, since it is usually observed at the exit-surface (i.e., the sample surface on the

opposite side of the impinging electron beam) in transmission electron microscopes.

Electron energies in the SEM are also too low to produce significant heating in ZnO

for the parameters used in this thesis [430, 431]. Although there are reports about

radiolysis from ZnO resulting in the creation of VO at the surface, oxygen desorption

by radiolysis in ZnO is clearly less prominent compared to other transition metal

oxides like TiO2 [432].

Hydrogen depletion Hydrogen desorption was shown to take place in ZnO already

for low electron energies above 1.5 keV by time-of-flight electron-stimulated desorption

experiments [433]. Remarkably, the hydrogen desorption was still observed after several

hours of irradiation indicating a removal of hydrogen not only from the surface but

also from the bulk of the ZnO material. From first principles simulations, hydrogen
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in ZnO is known to be a shallow donor and can exist as an interstitial (Hi) but also

substitutional on oxygen lattice sites (HO) or in Zn vacancy-hydrogen defect complexes

(VZn–n·H) [165, 270, 281] (see also section 2.5.3). While the energy of electrons in

the SEM is not sufficient to generate defects, it is sufficient to dissociate hydrogen

defect complexes altering the electronic properties. Therefore, the activation of defects

that were formerly hydrogen passivated might well explain an increase in either non-

radiative or radiative defect transition and thus the observed decrease in NBE. The

effects of the hydrogen depletion on the DLE are more equivocal. On the one hand,

the removal of hydrogen can explain an increase in DLE (as observed in figure 5.4c)

due to the passivation of non-radiative defects in ZnO [434–437]. This is in line with a

frequently observed quenching of the DLE when incorporating hydrogen into ZnO

[164, 253, 278, 436, 438]. On the other hand, there are also reports on hydrogen-defect

complexes being active radiative recombination centers [165, 427, 439, 440]. In this way,

hydrogen desorption could lead to an increase of radiative DLE centers.

5.2.3. Irradiation parameter dependency

To gain further insight into the underlying processes, the irradiation parameters (flux

density, acceleration voltage) were varied. Each curve in the following is measured

for a different nanowire since the luminescence is altered upon the irradiation and

measurement process. Nanowires with similar diameters of ∼ 200 nm from the same

growth batch were chosen for all experiments; the irradiation area size (see inset in

figure 5.4b) was furthermore kept constant. The nanowires were irradiated at different

acceleration voltages of 10 kV, 20 kV, and 30 kV. To estimate the interaction volume for

electrons in the ZnO nanowires, Monte Carlo simulations were performed 1. Electron

irradiation of a 180 nm ZnO film on a silica substrate was simulated (see figures

5.5a-c). The resulting electron hole pair generation rate g spans several orders of

magnitude within the interaction volume of the electron beam. To roughly mimic the

nanowire geometry, only electron energy losses within a width of 180 nm 2 in the ZnO

1The simulations were performed using Casino v2.51 [149]. In the simulations, a beam radius of
20 nm was used and 1 × 106 electrons were simulated.

2The 180 nm × 180 nm square was chosen to roughly match the cross-sectional area of the nanowires
(d ≈ 200 nm).
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Figure 5.5.: Evolution of the NBE signal as a function of electron irradiation. a-c Simulated generation
rates in a 180 nm layer of ZnO on silica (simulated with Casino v2.51) for 10 keV, 20 keV, and
30 keV on a logarithmic scale. d Penetration depth-dependent energy loss in the ZnO film
extracted from the data of (a-c). e Time-dependent NBE signal for 30 kV, 20 kV, and 10 kV
acceleration voltages (red, green, and blue) and different flux densities (from light to dark:
0.13 mC cm−2 s−1, 0.24 mC cm−2 s−1, and 0.37 mC cm−2 s−1, for 10 keV; 0.21 mC cm−2 s−1

and 0.61 mC cm−2 s−1 for 20 keV; 0.30 mC cm−2 s−1 and 0.90 mC cm−2 s−1 for 30 keV). f
Electron irradiation dose dependency of the same data as in (e) on a logarithmic scale. g
Peak fluence and time, i.e., the fluence or time needed to reach the maximum NBE signal,
as a function of electron flux density. Symbol colors match with those in (e) and (f).

film were considered for calculating the penetration depth-dependent energy loss of

the photons (see figure 5.5d). As the penetration depth is increasing with electron

energy, electrons with 10 keV lose most of their energy within the ZnO film, while

for 20 keV and 30 keV the energy loss within the ZnO film reduces. In the experiment,

however, absolute intensity values cannot be directly compared due to slightly different

nanowire diameters and lengths.

All acquired irradiation time-dependent NBE signals show a similar behavior: an initial

increase is followed by a decrease with proceeding irradiation (see 5.5e and f). For

increasing electron flux at an fixed energy of 10 keV (lower panel in figure 5.5e), the
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peak height of the time-dependent CL signal increases, while the peak time, i.e., the

irradiation time needed to reach the peak, slightly decreases. Both trends are also

observed for higher electron energies of 20 keV and 30 keV (upper two panels in figure

5.5e). The same data is presented as a function of the electron fluence (on a logarithmic

scale) in figure 5.5f. The respective peak time and peak dose were extracted from all

curves and brought together in figure 5.5g. In general, the peak dose increases with

increasing electron flux density. The peak time shows no systematic flux-dependency

over the different acceleration voltages. For 10 keV, 20 keV, and 30 keV, in each case,

similar trends are observed with increasing flux density, i.e., an increasing peak dose

and a decreasing peak time. This clearly indicates that the underlying processes are

neither solely time- nor dose-dependent. Instead, dynamic processes—in analogy to

dynamic annealing in ion beam induced amorphization experiments [441–443]—must

be considered (see section 5.2.7).

5.2.4. Electron irradiation dependent photoluminescence

The electron beam irradiation experiments were repeated at 10 keV with a flux of

∼ 0.24 mC cm−2 s−1 and, in addition to the CL measurements, µPL measurements

were performed. In contrast to CL measurements, PL allows to acquire non-irradiated

spectra (before electron irradiation). Moreover, the optical setup allows to detect PL

spectra at distinct positions—decoupled from the excitation—enabling the measure-

ment of waveguiding properties in the nanowires. Additionally, the excitation power

density of the laser excitation (and thus the generation rate) can easily be varied over

several orders of magnitude allowing to record the excitation power dependency. Nev-

ertheless, taking PL spectra of irradiated nanowires requires pausing the irradiation

and taking the samples out of the vacuum. Thus, the samples are exposed to air

during PL measurements. Keeping these issues in mind, PL measurements are taken

to complement the CL investigations of the last section.

Excitation intensity dependent PL spectra of several nanowires were acquired. The

excitation intensities were limited to 1000 W cm−2 according to the findings of section

5.1.1 to prevent luminescence quenching. To ensure that consecutive measurements
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Figure 5.6.: Electron irradiation dependence of the PL. a-c Spectra from the irradiated end A (top
row) and reference end B (bottom row) taken at excitation intensities of ∼10, 100, and
1000 W cm−2. Spectra were measured prior to (blue line), after 10 min (orange), after 10 min
and keeping the sample for 5 days at ambient conditions (yellow), and after 90 min (red)
of 10 keV irradiation at a flux of ∼ 0.24 mC cm−2 s−1. The distinct peaks observed in some
spectra at ∼460 nm is a measurement artifact. d Excitation power density dependency of
the NBE, DLE, NBE-to-DLE ratio. The sketches of the nanowire indicate the measurement
positions: the colored symbols correspond to the irradiated end A and the gray symbols
to reference end B. e Irradiation dependent PL (NBE and DLE) signals for ∼10, 100, and
1000 W cm−2. The bottom right panel shows the slope of linear regime of the NBE signal
from (a).

were all performed at the same position on the nanowire, spectra were always acquired

at the ends of the wire; furthermore, the measurement position was fine-tuned and

precisely repeated using the piezo-based sample stage. After acquiring PL spectra

from both ends of a pristine nanowire (blue spectra in figure 5.6a-c), roughly half

the nanowire was irradiated with the electron beam, while the second half served as

reference (see scheme in figure 5.4a). The electron dose dependent CL signal acquired
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during the irradiation revealed an initial increase with a subsequent decrease, similar

to the observations made above; thus, performing PL measurements beforehand does

not change the electron irradiation behavior.

The sample was then taken out of the vacuum chamber of the SEM and PL was

re-measured. Spectra for different laser excitation power densities were measured

before irradiation, after 10 min (corresponding to the CL peak value), and after 90 min

of electron irradiation and are shown in blue, orange, and red in figure 5.6a-c for

excitation power densities of 10, 100, and 1000 W cm−2. In addition, after the 10 min

irradiation, the sample was kept at ambient air for 5 days and PL was re-measured

(yellow curves in figure 5.6a-c). Note that all data shown in figure 5.6 were measured

on the same nanowire; repeating these measurements for further nanowires yielded

the same trends. The upper row shows spectra from the irradiated end A, while

the lower row depicts spectra from the non-irradiated reference end B. Integrating

the NBE and DLE signals yielded the power dependency (see figure 5.6d) and the

irradiation-dependency (figure 5.6e).

As already discussed above, the relative intensity between NBE and DLE changes

with excitation power; more specific, the NBE-to-DLE-ratio increases with increasing

excitation power density (see lower graph in figure 5.6d) [174]. As expected, there is no

significant difference between the signals from end A prior to irradiation (blue) and the

reference data from end B (gray dots). The irradiation-dependencies were normalized

to the respective values from end B to account for different time spans in air and small

deviations in the optical setup alignment. In all panels of figure 5.6e, an increase of

both NBE and DLE is observed for the 10 min irradiation.

The reference spectra (see figure 5.6a-c, lower panels), are almost constant in the NBE

for all irradiation times. For 10 W cm−2, the NBE is clearly constant, while the DLE

values vary. This is similar also for the higher excitation powers. The variations in

the reference spectra might be attributed to different times the sample spent in air

prior to the measurement and the uncertainties in re-aligning the nanowire in the

optical setup. In contrast to the nearly constant reference end B, the irradiated end

A shows a strong increase in NBE after 10 min of irradiation (orange curves). This

behavior is fully consistent with the observations made for the CL signal (see section

5.2.1). Considering that the PL spectra were measured several minutes after taking the
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sample out of the vacuum, this hints that there is no fast re-adsorption of ambient

gas species in air. The absence of a fast re-adsorption process is consistent with the

stability observed when pausing the irradiation in CL (see figure 5.4c and d). This, in

turn, corroborates the theory that the surface is long-lastingly modified during electron

beam irradiation. Thus, (surface) non-radiative recombination is decreased after the

initial 10 min irradiation also when measuring in air.

Keeping the sample for 5 days at ambient air (yellow curves in 5.6a-d and hollow

squares in 5.6e) yielded no changes at the reference end B, which allows concluding

that purely vacuum-induced effects can be neglected here; at end A, the PL signal

decreased compared to the signal measured directly after the 10 min irradiation. This,

however, did not lead to a restoration to the initial (blue) spectrum: The NBE signal

was reduced but stayed above the pristine value, while the DLE signal dropped to (at

low excitation powers) or significantly below (at higher powers) the pristine value. The

reduction in both signals indicates that non-radiative recombination rates drastically

increase when leaving the sample in air after electron irradiation. This could be at-

tributed to the surface adsorption of oxygen and the subsequent band bending.

Further irradiation (90 min; red spectra and points in figure 5.6a-d) lead to a decrease

in the NBE signal. Remarkably, this decrease differs considerably for the different

laser excitation power densities, which is clearly reflected in the decreasing NBE slope

with increasing electron dose (see bottom right figure in 5.6e). This reduction in NBE

slope might hint an increase of non-radiative recombination with increasing electron

dose, since the DLE is also reduced after irradiation for all powers [177]. Notably,

the slope of the NBE decreased already after the first irradiation step—despite the

observed increase in NBE signal. This could be interpreted as a balance between a

surface modification process that dominates for low doses and leads to increasing

radiative recombination, and a (slower) second process that increases the non-radiative

recombination.

In total, the dose-dependency of the NBE coincides well with the results from the CL

experiments (compare figure 5.4c). Thus, the change from vacuum to air seems not

to play a major role here, when measuring directly after taking the sample out of the

vacuum. In contrast to the NBE, the DLE is reduced to well below the starting value

at all excitation powers after 90 minutes of electron irradiation (see figure 5.6d and
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Figure 5.7.: Electron irradiation dependency of the defect luminescence. a Evolution of the PL signal
after 10 keV irradiation at a flux of 0.02 mC cm−2 s−1. b Defect luminescence fitted with 4
Gaussian functions. This fitting was repeated for all irradiation steps. c Change in relative
defect peak percentage as a function of electron irradiation. At the reference end B, no
significant change is visible; at the irradiated end A, however, the 520 nm emission line
shows an increase of ∼30 percentage points in relative intensity while the 490 nm and
610 nm lines both decrease ∼15 percentage points.

e). This is also opposed to observations for the electron beam dose dependent DLE

signal from the CL measurements (compare figure 5.2.1c). There, the signal increased

and saturated at ∼ 8 times the starting value. On the contrary, for PL measurements,

keeping the samples for 5 days in ambient air decreased the DLE further, strongly

indicating that the differences between PL and CL arise from the different ambient

(air or vacuum). This further insinuates that also for the DLE (at least) two competing

processes contribute to the electron dose dependency. The increase in the beginning

originates most likely from an overall decrease of non-radiative recombination since,

along with the DLE, the NBE increases for low doses (due to the reduction of the band

bending).

The experiments were repeated at lower electron fluxes of 0.02 mC cm−2 s−1. For each

irradiation step, PL spectra were recorded at both end facets at 200 W cm−2. The ir-

radiation time-dependency (see figure 5.7a) corroborates the findings from the PL

measurements above: While the NBE shows a similar trend as observed in CL, the

DLE trend deviates from the CL results for higher irradiation doses. This confirms that

a significant fraction of the mid-gap states that give rise to the DLE is closely related

to the ambient conditions [244, 245]. A closer look at the DLE was taken by fitting the

spectrum with multiple Gaussian functions (figure 5.7b), each arising from a different

deep defect level (see section 2.5.3). All spectra were fitted with four Gaussian curves

centered at the wavelengths indicated above. This multi-peak fitting was repeated after
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each irradiation step, yielding the relative intensity change

∆RI =
Iλ(t)
Itot(t)

− Iλ(t = 0)
Itot(t = 0)

, (5.2)

where t is the irradiation time, Iλ is the intensity of a transition with the central wave-

length λ, and Itot is the total DLE signal. On the reference end B, no significant changes

were observed during irradiation (see figure 5.7c, left panel). But on the irradiated end

A, strong changes with proceeding electron irradiation become apparent (see figure

5.7c, right panel): While the intensity of the 560 nm transition stays almost constant,

the 490 and the 610 nm transitions reveal a decrease in ∆I, and the 520 nm transition

increases. Note that for the NBE, neither a change of the spectral shape nor a shift of

the NBE peak position was observed. These observations for the DLE agree with the

findings of Ton-That et al. after hydrogen doping [164]: They observed that the 520

nm line vanishes and found an increase of the 490 nm line after H incorporation. This

hints that the processes that change the DLE might be related to hydrogen, which in

turn is in excellent agreement with observations that electron irradiation in ZnO leads

to a desorption of hydrogen (see section 5.2.2).

As described in section 2.5.3, VZn-related radiative transitions most likely arise from

VZn–n·H complexes. Assuming an electron irradiation-induced dissolution of the VZn–

n·H complexes, the radiative luminescence from the defects should thus decrease

since VZn gives mostly rise to non-radiative transitions according to first principles

calculations and experiments. [153, 165, 281, 285, 286]. Consequently, the decreasing

transitions could be related to the dissociation of VZn–n·H defect complexes. Similarly,

one could assign the increasing 520 nm transition to a hydrogen-passivated defect, e.g.,

VO. However, these assignments contradict that of Ton-That et al. They attributed the

490 nm transition to VO as they observed this transition in Zn-rich grown samples

and the 520 nm line to VZn as they observed it in O-rich grown samples. Furthermore,

no additional defect transitions at lower energies were observed in any PL spectra.

Such transitions were observed after high energy electron irradiation [403] and can

be ascribed to VZn and VZn–H complexes [165]. Not observing such transitions thus

contradicts the VZn–H complex dissociation hypothesis.

Apart from hydrogen-related processes, surface desorption processes could also cause
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such a change in relative intensities of the different defect transitions. The irradiation

time(dose)-dependence of the defect transitions in figure 5.7c shows a strong and fast

increase in the beginning of the irradiation and is almost constant for proceeding irra-

diation. This contradicts the finding that the hydrogen desorption continued constantly

also for prolonged electron irradiation [433, 444]. Partly this could be explained by the

smaller material volume in the nanowires and the greatly enhanced surface-to-volume-

ratio compared to bulk. In the experiments, the electron beam fully penetrated the

nanowire and the energy loss in the nanowire was almost independent of the penetra-

tion depth (see figure 5.5a-d). Thus, the nanowire does not have a “hydrogen reservoir”

in a deeper layer as it was observed for bulk ZnO [433, 444]. Furthermore, a hydrogen-

related process would still be expected to be less abrupt. A surface desorption-process,

however, could well explain the fast changes [109, 232]. This is consistent with the

equally fast initial increase of the NBE that is also explained by surface desorption.

Following this hypothesis, the 520 nm emission could be attributed to VO and the

490 nm and 610 nm transitions to adsorbed oxygen species.

5.2.5. Electron irradiation of nanowire lasers

The effects of electron irradiation were finally also investigated in the stimulated

emission regime. For this purpose, first the PL power dependency of several pristine

nanowires was measured. The samples were then successively irradiated in the SEM

(here: the whole nanowire) and the power dependency of the PL emission was re-

measured after each step. To ensure similar excitation conditions for the successive

optical measurements, the alignment of the optical setup and the positioning of the

sample with respect to the laser beam were kept constant.

Lasing spectra taken at an fixed excitation power of ∼ 2 · THlasing of the pristine wire

show a drastic decrease already after short irradiation times (see figure 5.8a). After

30 min (∼0.42 C cm−2) of irradiation, the Fabry-Pérot modes were almost completely

quenched (dark red line). To compare this to the observations in the spontaneous

regime from section 5.2.4, the Fabry-Pérot modes were integrated as well as the sponta-

neous emission background (see figure 5.8b). In agreement with previous observations
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in CL and PL, the spontaneous emission slightly increases initially and subsequently

decreases. In stark contrast, the integrated lasing signal decreases by ∼3 orders of

magnitude.

A more precise picture of the electron beam-induced degradation of the stimulated

emission was gained by fitting the respective power dependencies with a multimode

lasing fit [201]. This reveals an threefold increase of the lasing threshold with pro-

ceeding irradiation (see figure 5.8c). Along with the lasing threshold, the spontaneous

emission parameter x0 increases after irradiation. This can be explained by the decrease

of the lasing modes while the spontaneous emission stays roughly constant. This

also explains the remarkable observation that the fit quality increases with electron

irradiation: The relative increase of the spontaneous emission balances the differing

detection efficiencies for spontaneous and stimulated emission (see also the discussion

in section 5.1.2). The increase of the lasing threshold as a function of irradiation was

analyzed for further nanowires and is shown in figure 5.8d. In all cases, a strong

increase of the lasing threshold is visible. Most of the threshold increase occurs in

the first irradiation step; therefore, also short irradiation times and low electron doses

already drastically influence the lasing properties. Upon further electron irradiation,

the threshold finally increases to 3 to 6 times the value of the pristine nanowire. The

rate of increase reduces and the trend seems to saturate for prolonged irradiation.

In short, while the spontaneous emission stays almost constant, the stimulated emission

is drastically reduced by electron irradiation. A key difference between spontaneous

emission and lasing is—besides the different excitation power regime—that for lasing

light has to be guided through the nanowire to be reflected at the end facet such that

the net gain allows overcoming the losses. One possible explanation for the increasing

threshold with proceeding irradiation could thus be increased waveguiding losses.

Therefore, the electron irradiation dependency of waveguiding is addressed in more

detail in the following.
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Figure 5.8.: Lasing as a function of electron irradiation. a Lasing spectra prior, after 2 min, 10 min,
and 30 min of 10 keV electron irradiation at a flux of ∼ 0.24 mC cm−2 s−1. All spectra were
acquired at a similar excitation intensity of ∼ 240 kW cm−2, which is roughly 2 · THlasing
of the pristine wire. b Integrated spontaneous emission (black) and lasing modes (green)
from the spectra in (a). While the spontaneous emission stays roughly constant, the lasing
modes are quenched drastically. c Excitation power dependency of the nanowire laser
emission with increasing irradiation. The threshold values are marked as vertical lines in
all curves. The respective legends indicate (from top to bottom) the irradiation time and
dose, the threshold power, and the spontaneous emission parameter x0. d Increase of the
threshold with irradiation for the nanowire from (a-c) (purple) and 2 different nanowire
lasers normalized to the respective pristine threshold.

5.2.6. Electron irradiation dependent waveguiding

Waveguiding measurements were performed similar to section 5.2.4 upon electron

irradiation. A lower electron flux compared to prior experiments of 0.02 mC s−1 cm−2

was used, since already small electron doses resulted in strong threshold increases.

Beside that, similar irradiation parameters were chosen. The nanowire was excited with

a tightly focused laser at ends A and B as well as in the middle (M) for all irradiation

steps. Subsequently, the PL from the spot as well as the waveguided emission at the

end facets were detected (see figure 5.9a). Note that ∼40 % of the nanowire were

irradiated with the electron beam such that the spot M stayed pristine.

As discussed in section 2.3.3, the NBE signal is red-shifted during the waveguiding

due to the absorption-emission-absorption process in the Urbach tail states. The
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waveguiding was measured for light guided from end A to end B (A�B), from the

middle M to end B (M�B) as well as from end B to end A (B�A), and the middle

M to end A (M�A) (sketched in figure 5.9b). The peak wavelength shift from these

waveguiding processes is displayed in figure 5.9c for proceeding irradiation. There is a

somewhat lower redshift for waveguided light detected at end B compared to light

detected at end A; this could stem from a slight tapering of the nanowire leading to a

different confinement factors. However, there is no clear trend upon increasing electron

irradiation. Thus, the absorption by the Urbach tail states is not influenced noticeably

during electron irradiation.

The NBE and DLE signals were integrated and the waveguiding transition efficiency

was calculated by normalizing the waveguided signals with the signals measured

at the excitation spot (see figure 5.9d). As expected, the waveguiding efficiency for

light that is guided through the non-irradiated part (M�B; light blue points) stays

constant. The other 3 signals show a slight increase followed by a strong decay by

more than one order of magnitude. The slight increase in the beginning cannot simply

stem from an increase of PL at the excitation spot, as it is observed in all 3 curves

(keeping in mind that the excitation spots M and B are not irradiated). Additionally, the

transition efficiency is normalized to the signal at the excitation spot. The increase thus

can be connected to surface desorption and the subsequently reduced non-radiative

surface recombination, which was a major result of section 5.2.4. But for prolonged

irradiation (at doses of ∼ 0.1 C cm−2), the 3 waveguiding signals drastically reduce, i.e.,

the waveguiding losses increase. This is in good agreement with the findings from the

lasing measurements where the lasing threshold was more than doubled for similar

electron doses of ∼ 0.1 C cm−2 (compare figure 5.8d).

Analyzing the DLE yields similar results but with a much larger signal-to-noise ratio

due to the weaker signals (not shown). Instead, the Fabry-Pérot modes superimposed

to the DLE signal (see inset of 5.9a) were used to study the effects of the electron

irradiation on the waveguiding properties of the DLE. The Fabry-Pérot modes are

extremely sensitive to changes in the waveguiding losses, as they depend on multiple

reflections of light at the nanowire end facets. For all irradiation steps, the defect

emission background was subtracted, yielding solely the Fabry-Pérot modes (see

figure 5.9e). The FFT amplitude was calculated in an 10 nm interval around 500 nm
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Figure 5.9.: Waveguiding as a function of electron irradiation. a Waveguided spectrum collected at
end B after exciting the nanowire at end A. b Scheme of the measurement configuration. c
NBE peak shift as a function of traveled distance in the nanowire. The hollow squares were
acquired at end B upon excitation at positions A, M, and B. The full circles were acquired at
end A upon excitation at positions B, M, and A. The x-axis matches the positions of end A
(at 0 µm), M (at 13 µm) and end B (at 26 µm) as marked in (b). The dashed lines are guides
to the eye and the arrows give the respective direction of the waveguiding. Irradiation at
10 keV with a flux of 0.02 mC cm−2 s−1 for irradiation times (color coded as indicated in the
legend) yielded no significant changes. d The respective electron irradiation dependence
of the integrated NBE intensity in the waveguided spectra. The intensity of light guided
through the non-irradiated part of the wire (M�B) stays constant with irradiation, while
the intensity of light that is guided through the irradiated part drastically decreases. e
Fabry-Pérot modes in the visible spectral range for the same nanowire as in (a-d). The defect
luminescence (see inset in (a)) was subtracted to bring out the superimposed modes more
clearly. f For all spectra in (e), a FFT analysis between 490 nm and 510 nm revealed a distinct
peak at ∼ 0.5 nm−1. g The DLE mode amplitudes from (f) were normalized to the pristine
value and are shown as a function of irradiation. The modes strongly decrease until the
noise level is reached after 90 min of irradiation.

for all curves to allow for a clear distinction from noise (figure 5.9f). Note that a

relatively narrow interval must be chosen as the mode spacing slightly changes with

wavelength. For the pristine nanowire (blue curve), a clear peak in the FFT amplitude

is observed at ∼0.53 nm−1 corresponding to an average mode spacing of 1.9 nm. Using

equation 2.7, with a refractive index of 2.1, and a dispersion of ∼−0.82 µm−1 at a

wavelength of 500 nm [445], the resonator length is calculated to (25 ± 1)µm, which

matches the nanowire length of (24.4 ± 0.3)µm that was measured via SEM. With

increasing electron irradiation, the mode spacing does not change noticeably. This
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5.2. Influence of electron irradiation on the luminescence of nanowires

allows concluding that the refractive index stays constant within a measurement

uncertainty of ∼0.1. Yet, the FFT mode amplitude decreases considerably already

for the fist irradiation step (2.5 mC cm−2). Above 20 mC cm−2 the mode amplitude

decreases even faster by several orders of magnitude until the Fabry-Pérot modes are

fully quenched to the noise level (figure 5.9g).

Thus waveguiding is strongly mitigated even by low electron doses for both the NBE

and the DLE. At the same time, the PL signal at the excitation spot remains roughly

constant (or is even slightly increased). This agrees with the findings in the stimulated

emission regime (see figure 5.8b). Enhanced waveguiding losses thus clearly contribute

to the strong increase in lasing threshold after electron irradiation. This might be due

to an enhanced non-radiative recombination due to the electron-induced hydrogen

depletion, which is consistent with the observation of a threshold decrease to one

fifth of the initial value when incorporating hydrogen into ZnO thin films [279]. On

the other hand, also the formation of non-radiative surface defects due to electron

beam-induce chemical surface reactions could explain this observation: An electron

beam-induce carbonaceous surface layer was connected to luminescence quenching

due to the formation of non-radiative recombination centers at the surface [397].

5.2.7. Summarizing discussion of the electron irradiation

Several mechanisms that might add to the complex behavior of the optical properties

were introduced in the last sections. In the following, experimental observations and

possible explanations are summarized:

1. An initial increase of the spontaneous luminescence (both NBE and DLE) was

observed for irradiating previously pristine nanowires. The initial increase is

explained by an electron-induced desorption of surface-adsorbed species, mostly

oxygen.

2. The initial increase is not reversible within several hours in air (as it would be

expected for the re-adsorption of gaseous species to a pristine ZnO surface in air

[238, 240, 241]), strongly indicating changed surface dynamics. This is explained
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by electron beam-induced chemical surface reactions such as the agglomeration

of carbon at the surface.

3. Along with the initial increase, the relative intensity of the DLE transition lines

changed. This is attributed to a change in deep defect states, e.g., the desorption

of oxygen previously adsorbed to surface oxygen vacancies. Notably, no further

DLE lines appear at lower energies, as would be expected for the activation of

VZn and VZn–H due to hydrogen depletion. Thus, VZn–n·H complexes cannot

have been altered in significant numbers.

4. For proceeding irradiation, the NBE starts decreasing, while the DLE stays

constant (vacuum) or decreases (air). The decrease of both signals is attributed

to an enhanced non-radiative recombination rate, which could stem from the

electron beam induced activation of previously hydrogen-passivated defects or

from electron beam activated non-radiative surface recombination centers. The

DLE staying constant in vacuum while decreasing in air indicates the contribution

of surface defects.

5. For stimulated emission and waveguiding (both of NBE and DLE), no initial

increase was observed. Instead, both—lasing as well as waveguiding—started

decreasing drastically even after short irradiation times and low doses. This is

attributed to enhanced non-radiative waveguiding losses.

6. No significant shift in the mode spacing was observed (neither for the lasing

nor for the DLE modes). Thus, the refractive index does not change significantly

upon electron irradiation.

All in all, the observations can be explained by the dynamic interplay of at least two

effects. Surface desorption processes and the resulting reduction of the surface band

bending are initially dominating for the spontaneous emission. Subsequently, they are

surpassed by an enhancement of non-radiative recombination for prolonged irradiation.

As it requires light to pass through the nanowire several times, the waveguiding is

affected much stronger by the electron irradiation, which leads to a monotonous fast

decrease of the waveguiding efficiency. The stimulated emission is similarly affected

by the enhancement of non-radiative recombination. The probable explanations for

the increase of non-radiative recombination are the activation of previously hydrogen
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passivated defects along with the activation of non-radiative surface recombination

centers.

Due to the likely role of intrinsic defects in this mechanisms, growth conditions (e.g.,

being oxygen-rich and zinc-rich or vice versa) and post-growth treatments could

influence the resistance against electron irradiation. For hydrothermally grown ZnO, Li

is a well-known amphoteric defect that in turn forms defect complexes with VZn, which

could dissociate upon electron irradiation [446]. Thus, hydrothermally grown ZnO

might behave differently under electron irradiation [447]. Similarly, other unintentional

dopants could affect the optical properties of ZnO after electron irradiation [268].

5.3. Conclusion

In this chapter, the stability of nanowire lasers upon optical pumping and electron

irradiation was studied. The optical emission was characterized from nanowires in the

spontaneous and the stimulated emission regime. Upon high intensity laser irradia-

tion above the lasing threshold, CdS and ZnO nanowires show stimulated emission.

However for even higher pump intensities, a deviation from the lasing behavior was

observed. Passing this degradation threshold finally leads to the full quenching of

stimulated emission due to a degradation of the gain material. Measuring lasing and

degradation thresholds as a function of temperature in CdS nanowires allowed to

predict the high temperature limit for lasing of 470 K; this is the maximum temperature

that allows stable laser emission as the degradation threshold surpasses the lasing

threshold for higher temperatures. The degradation threshold is highly dependent on

the material system, pump conditions and sample configuration.

Upon electron irradiation in an electron microscope, the spontaneous emission of ZnO

revealed an initial increase due to the desorption of surface species. Furthermore,

slowed surface adsorption dynamics were observed and ascribed to the formation

of hydrocarbons on the ZnO surface. Prolonged electron beam irradiation lead to a

slight decrease of the nanowire’s spontaneous luminescence. The effects of electron

irradiation on the spontaneous luminescence were weak, however, compared to the

changes of the waveguiding properties. Light guided through the nanowire (i.e., ex-
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cited at one end and measured at the other) revealed a drastic decay with proceeding

electron irradiation. Likewise, the stimulated emission underwent a drastic increase of

the lasing threshold after electron irradiation. This was attributed to electron activated

non-radiative recombination processes. The impact of non-radiative recombination

enhancement effects on waveguiding and lasing is far stronger than on the spontaneous

emission since light needs to effectively travel thought the nanowire to be detected

(waveguiding) or reflected at the end facets to form Fabry-Pérot modes (lasing).
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The overarching aim of this thesis was the investigation of the operation, stability,

and degradation behavior of active semiconductor nanowire devices. Integrating

nanowire-based building blocks into real-wold applications requires a fundamental

understanding of their working range and limitations. Therefore, such insights were

gained by applying advanced synchrotron nanobeam-based and optical characteri-

zation techniques to semiconductor nanowire optoelectronic and all-optical devices;

furthermore, the major stability-limiting factors that contribute to the device degrada-

tion were identified. This may allow implementing superior nanowire device designs

to overcome current limitations for enabling the future use of semiconductor nanowires

in active on-chip devices.

In chapter 4 GaAs nanowires with an axial p-n junction were demonstrated to function

as high-spatial resolution X-ray detectors. Internal electrical fields and hot electron

effects were observed at the nanoscale using advanced in-operando X-ray analytical

techniques based on a focused X-ray nanobeam.

A vapor-liquid-solid-grown axial p-n homojunction GaAs nanowire (Zn and Sn-doped)

was transferred to a SiO2/Si substrate and electrically contacted by metal contacts. This

allowed recording the X-ray beam induced current (XBIC) signal along with the X-ray

fluorescence (XRF) signal by raster scanning the sample in an X-ray nanobeam. Using

the nanowire as an X-ray detector enabled a high spatial resolution of 200 nm × 150 nm

limited by the spatial extent of the p-n junction and the nanowire diameter. As there is

no immediate limitation for engineering these nanowire parameters, a direct scanning

spatial resolution of tens of nanometers might be possible in a similar device.

Varying the incident X-ray energy across the Ga-K edge allowed to simultaneously ac-
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quire energy-dependent XRF and XBIC signals. In this way, incident energy-dependent

maps of both signals were measured as a function of applied bias voltage. Increasing

the bias voltage in reverse direction increased the detector efficiency; however, it also

lead to a reduced detector resolution as observed via in-operando XBIC. Finally reverse

voltages of −2 V and −5 V lead to a device degradation as observed in a shift of

the X-ray absorption edge in the n-type segment of the nanowire. X-ray absorption

near edge structure (XANES) spectra were recorded along the nanowire, revealing the

degradation mechanism: a selective oxidization in the n-type segment of the nanowire,

while the p-type segment stayed pristine. This was identified as the Ga coordination of

the oxidized n-type region became octahedral in contrast to the non-oxidized p-tpye

segment that maintained the tetrahedral coordination of GaAs. The selective oxidiza-

tion of the n-type segment was attributed to the cooling of hot electrons via multiple

scattering processes; in the p-type segment, those effects are hindered by the low hole

mobility and the strong surface recombination rate in p-type GaAs. This finally re-

sulted in the selective oxidization of the n-type segment of the nanowire X-ray detector

and the degradation of the device. The nanowire geometry strongly supports the ox-

idization due to its reduced thermal conductivity and the large surface-to-volume ratio.

To improve the stability of the nanowire X-ray detector, an oxygen-free measure-

ment environment could be chosen, such as He atmosphere [353] or vacuum. For

device application, the passivation of the surface with a capping layer is the more

suitable approach. While adding fabrication complexity, it could not only prevent

oxidization but also enhance the charge carrier collection efficiency by the suppression

of non-radiative surface recombination [336, 341, 448]. But on the other hand, this

would reduce the detector resolution and hot carrier effects still would be a limiting

factor for applying bias voltages in reverse direction.

The capabilities of the combinatory approach—i.e., the simultaneous detection of XFR,

XBIC, and XANES—should be extended in future studies to include further charac-

terization techniques such as X-ray excited optical luminescence to enhance the level

of available information. In addition, the high penetration depth as one of the key

strengths of X-ray based characterization methods can be used in future studies to

investigate buried structures in complex devices. In this way, multimode synchrotron
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nanobeam-based analysis techniques will allow gaining deep insights into the opera-

tion and stability of nanoscale building blocks in complex devices. Fourth-generation

synchrotron sources will add to this development with their enhanced coherence and

brilliance [449].

In chapter 5 the operation and stability of nanowire lasers and waveguides were

investigated. The optical emission from nanowires was studied focusing on the effects

of high laser powers, and the irradiation with electrons in an electron microscope.

VLS-grown ZnO and CdS nanowires showed stimulated emission upon high intensity

laser irradiation. At even higher excitation intensities, however, a decreasing emission

intensity up to the total quenching of stimulated emission was observed—the perma-

nent degradation of the nanowire laser. The threshold power for this degradation was

found to be decreasing with temperature, while the lasing threshold increased. Thus, a

critical temperature—i.e., the temperature above which no stable lasing was possible

as the degradation threshold surpassed the lasing threshold—of 470 K was identified

for CdS nanowire laser. The degradation mechanism was ascribed to a non-thermal

bond softening by the electron-hole-plasma; in combination with the excitation laser

induced thermal heating, this lead to the desorption of lattice atoms. The degradation

threshold of ZnO nanowires was found to be higher than for CdS, which can in part be

explained by the lower Phillips ionicity of ZnO. In general, the degradation threshold

strongly depends on the material system but also on experimental conditions such as

the thermal dissipation in the sample and the optical pumping.

ZnO nanowires were further investigated regarding their stability upon electron irra-

diation. The spontaneous and stimulated emission as well as the waveguiding were

measured prior and as a function of electron beam irradiation dose and time. Upon

electron beam irradiation in an electron microscope, the spontaneous emission initially

increased, which was ascribed to the desorption of surface species. This lead to a

decreasing surface band bending and, in turn, to an enhanced luminescence. Slowed

surface re-adsorption dynamics were ascribed to hydrocarbons forming at the nanowire

surface enabled by the electron beam. For proceeding electron irradiation, a slight

decrease of the spontaneous emission was found. These observed changes, however,

were weak in comparison to the effects of electron irradiation on the waveguiding
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properties: A drastic decay of the light guided through the nanowire was observed

with proceeding electron irradiation. Also the stimulated emission suffered a strong

reduction upon electron irradiation of the nanowire. This was ascribed to non-radiative

recombination processes activated by the electron beam irradiation. The enhanced

non-radiative recombination rate heavily suppresses the active waveguiding process,

leading to stronger losses in the nanowire lasers and consequentially an increasing

threshold.

Both high intensity laser irradiation and electron irradiation severely affect the optical

properties of semiconductor nanowires. To ensure stable laser operation, optical pump

intensities must be kept below the degradation threshold of the material system in

use. For electron irradiation, no such threshold was found; thus, electron irradiation

(and thus SEM imaging) must be avoided for nanowire lasers to sustain the laser

threshold. However, the altered surface properties after electron irradiation could also

be beneficial in some cases to lower chemical degradation [398]. Adding a protective

shell layer might improve the nanowire stability with respect to electron irradiation

and optical pumping [79, 232, 261, 262].

In future experiments, a deeper understanding of the electron irradiation effects could

be gained by comparing the irradiation of oxygen-deficient to zinc-deficient ZnO

nanowires. In this way, the role of different intrinsic defects might be revealed. Under-

standing the contribution of hydrogen to the altered optical properties after electron

irradiation may yield insights into the challenges connected with a stable p-type

doping of ZnO [450]. Furthermore, a plasma treatment could reverse some effects

of the electron irradiation: H plasma treatment in ZnO was shown to enhance the

NBE and quench the DLE by passivation of the surface and hydrogen incorporation

[451]. Similar results were achieved using an O2 plasma treatment (in combination

with an annealing step) [300]. Finally, Ar plasma treatment was found to remove

surface contamination [452] and incorporates H [278]. An appropriate plasma treat-

ment should thus be investigated in future experiments to neutralize the effects of the

electron irradiation and thus restore efficient waveguiding and low-threshold lasing.

This would allow sample inspection and selection using electron microscopy, and

sample preparation using electron lithography without impairing the nanowire laser.
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Also the irradiation of nanowires with different ions is worth investigating with respect

to defect-creation and the resulting optical properties [251, 407, 408]. Similar to the

electron-beam irradiation, the large surface-to-volume ratio in nanowires could make

them drastically more sensitive also under irradiation with various ion species.

For optically pumped nanowire lasers, facilitating heat transport by a highly thermal

conductive substrate can increase the degradation threshold and thus the high temper-

ature limit for lasing. However, also changing the pulse duration from the ns to the

ps or the fs-range might help achieving stable laser emission. Note that comparing

absolute threshold values between the different pump pulse duration regimes makes

no sense due to the vastly different temporal dynamics [379, 453]. Short laser pulses in

the ps and fs-regime drastically reduce the heating of the nanowire [386, 387] and thus

allow for efficient pumping even in non-resonant conditions [454].

In conclusion, semiconductor nanowires were shown to be highly functional building

blocks for the miniaturization of future optoelectronic and all-optical devices. As

identified in this thesis, the miniaturization to the nanoscale, however, poses several

challenges beyond device fabrication. The key limitations for a stable nanodevice

operation were identified as the reduced thermal conductivity facilitating the built-up

of heat and the large surface-to-volume ratio facilitating the surface-related device

degradation. These insights are urgently needed for developing schemes to overcome

the stability challenges associated to the nanoscale. This comprises a sophisticated

thermal management and a dedicated control of the surface properties, both essential

for the stable long-term operation of complex nanoscale devices. Together with a

high-throughput fabrication, this is an essential step towards integrating nanoscale

building blocks into next-generation active real-world applications.
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